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ABSTRACT

Smart grid aims at improving the efficiency, reliability, security, and quality of service

(QoS) of the current electricity grid by exploiting the advances in communication and in-

formation technology. In parallel to size of the electricity grid, smart grid communication

infrastructure should cover a very large geographical area that may extend from remote

generation sites to densely populated residential regions and inside buildings, homes, and

electricity-power-system environments. In such an extensive communication network, dif-

ferent communication technologies operating on different communication medium are likely

to coexist. Among the communication technologies available, wireless and power line com-

munication (PLC) based solutions are comparatively attractive especially considering cost

of the initial investment required for the realization of a communication network with such

an immense size.

In this dissertation, a detailed investigation of wireless and PLC channel characteristics

of the smart grid networks is presented. Among the topics discussed are the time variation

characteristics of wireless channels, root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread and path ampli-

tude statistics of PLC channels, and the impact of impulsive noise on orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) systems.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Smart grid aims at improving the efficiency, reliability, security, and quality of ser-

vice (QoS) of the current electricity grid by exploiting the advances in communication and

information technology. Objectives of the smart grid require the establishment of a compre-

hensive communication infrastructure for collecting various types of information regarding

electricity generation, consumption, storage, transmission, and distribution. In parallel to

size of the electricity grid, smart grid communication infrastructure should cover a very

large geographical area that may extend from remote generation sites to densely populated

residential regions and inside buildings, homes, and electricity-power-system environments.

In such an extensive communication network, different communication technologies oper-

ating on different communication medium are likely to coexist. A variety of candidate

technologies such as Ethernet, satellite, fiber optic, terrestrial wireless and power line com-

munication (PLC) is available for the smart grid communication infrastructure. Among

these, wireless and PLC based solutions are comparatively attractive especially considering

cost of the initial investment required for the realization of a communication network with

such an immense size. In the establishment of the smart grid communication infrastruc-

ture, two approaches can be followed. One of the approaches is based on employing existing

communication standards after some modifications by considering the QoS, security, and

latency requirements of the smart grid applications, whereas the other strategy relies upon

developing novel communication protocols particularly addressing the smart grid commu-

nication needs. Regardless of the approaches to be followed, a deep understanding of the

communication channels and signal propagation characteristics in smart grid networks is a

must prior to the development of optimal communication solutions. Being more favorable
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compared to other technologies, emphasis is to be given on wireless and PLC communica-

tion channels and their corresponding signal propagation characteristics in the remaining

discussions.

A transmit signal goes through various distortions on its way to receiver in both wireless

and PLC channels. A variety of parameters is employed while quantifying these distortions

in communication channels. In wireless communications, the concept of path loss is used to

capture how the power of the transmit signal varies as a function of distance. It is defined

as the dB (decibel) value of the ratio of the transmit power to the received power. Presence

of the obstacles between transmitter and receiver gives rise to random fluctuations of path

loss called shadowing that is usually defined with log-Normal probability density function

(PDF) as verified by measurement campaigns over the years. Since variations due to path

loss and shadowing take place over relatively large distances, these two variations are tradi-

tionally referred to as large-scale propagation effects by wireless communication community.

In addition, the drastic changes in the received signal power for short displacements, which

are on the order of few wavelengths, are known to be consequences of small-scale effects.

The underlying reason behind these drastic changes, which are captured by the notion of

path amplitude statistics, is related to the multipath phenomenon and time variation of

the wireless communication channel, due to motion in general. Quantification of the small

scale effects is achieved with two different parameters that are closely related to multipath

propagation and time variation of the wireless channels: delay spread and Doppler spread.

A transmit signal can travel to the receiver by following different paths that may involve

a variety of propagation mechanisms such as reflection, diffraction, and scattering. Thus,

multiple replicas of the original transmit signal arrive at the receiver with different delays.

Delay spread describes the extent of the time dispersion of the wireless channel. In con-

nection with the delay spread parameter in time domain, coherence bandwidth, which is

inversely proportional to delay spread, is used to describe the channel in the frequency

domain revealing the channel’s frequency selectivity characteristics. In this respect, time

dispersion and frequency selectivity characteristics of a communication channel are analo-

2



gous to each other. Time variation is another important characteristic of wireless channels.

Time variation stems from either mobility of the transmitter-receiver pairs or motion of

the reflectors along the propagation path of the transmit signal. Time variation manifests

itself in frequency domain as a spectral broadening and Doppler spread is used as a mea-

sure to describe the extent of this broadening. Analogous to Doppler spread in frequency

domain, coherence time, which is inversely proportional to Doppler spread, describes the

time duration over which the wireless channel can be considered time invariant.

In PLC domain, a slightly different terminology is used for defining communication

channel characteristics. The relationship between transmit power and received power is

captured through the concept of attenuation. Similar to wireless channels, a transmit sig-

nal arrives at the receiver by following different paths leading to time dispersion that are

mainly governed by a single propagation mechanism, which is reflection mostly as a result

of impedance mismatches in the networks seen by the transmit signal along its propagation

path. Delay spread and coherence bandwidth are used to describe the extent of time disper-

sion and frequency selectivity characteristics of PLC channels, respectively. Time variation

is also an important attribute of PLC channels. Unlike wireless channels in which time

variation is related to motion in general, time variation in PLC channels is classified as long

term and short term variations and stems mainly from the varying impedance conditions

in the power line network (PLN). Long term variation is related to the continuously vary-

ing impedance conditions at termination points as the devices connected to the PLN are

switched on/off, whereas short term time variation of the PLC channel stems from the fact

that impedance of most electrical loads is dependent on Alternating Current (AC) mains

cycle.

Besides distortions caused by the frequency and time selectivity nature of communi-

cation channels, noise characteristics are also of paramount importance considering the

performance of communication systems. In wireless communication channels, noise is as-

sumed to be additive white Gaussian with a flat power spectrum mainly due to mathemat-

ical tractability. However, interference with impulsive nature which is mostly referred to

3



as “impulsive noise” is also known to exist in certain wireless propagation environments.

Major sources of impulsive noise in wireless channels are some devices that we frequently

use in our daily lives such as photocopiers, printers, microwave ovens, hair-dryers and etc.

Noise structure in PLC channels is relatively more complicated. Background noise in PLC

channels that results from the summation of different noise sources of low power present

in the network is characterized with power spectrum decreasing with frequency. In addi-

tion to colored background noise, narrow band noise that stems from the activities of radio

broadcasters is a part of PLC channels. In PLC channels, impulsive noise is considered to

be the main source of data errors and electrical appliances connected to the power network

are the main reason behind its presence.

1.1 Dissertation Outline

This dissertation discusses several issues regarding wireless and PLC communication

channel characteristics of smart grid environments as shown in Fig. 1. Following the intro-

duction (Chapter 1), the flow of the dissertation is given as follows:

• A detailed study of both wireless and PLC channel characteristics of smart grid envi-

ronments from the aspect of several channel parameters (Chapter 2)

• Investigation of time selectivity nature of wireless communication channels through

the use of a reverberation chamber (RVC) (Chapter 3)

• Examination of delay spread and path amplitude characteristics of PLC channels

(Chapter 4-5)

• Understanding of bursty impulsive noise in wireless and PLC channels and studying

techniques for its mitigation in orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM)

based receivers (Chapter 6)

As can be seen from the dissertation structure, some chapters focus solely on either

wireless channel or PLC channel (Chapters 3-4-5), whereas discussions in some other chap-

4



Communication in Smart Grid EnvironmentsOverview of Wireless and PLC Channel Characteristics of Smart Grid EnvironmentsInvestigation of the Time Selectivity of Wireless Channels Path Amplitude Statistics in LV PLC ChannelsRMS Delay Spread Characteristics of LV PLC Channels Mitigation of Impulsive Noise in OFDM systems
Figure 1.1 Structure of the dissertation.

ters are applicable to both channels (Chapter 2-6). In the remainder of this section, a more

detailed outline of each chapter is provided.

1.1.1 Chapter 2: Wireless and PLC Propagation Channel Characteristics for

Smart Grid Environments

Wireless, PLC, fiber optic, Ethernet, etc are among the communication technologies

on which smart grid communication infrastructure is envisioned to be built as mentioned

earlier. Among these, wireless and PLC based solutions are attractive considering the cost

of initial deployment. Wireless communication deployment in smart grid covers a variety of

environments such as indoor, outdoor, and electric-power-system facilities. Similar diversity

is expected in PLC deployment as well covering low voltage (LV), medium voltage (MV),

and high voltage (HV) segments of the grid. In spite of being attractive, wireless and

PLC channels are very harsh posing great challenges to performance of communication

systems. This chapter 1 provides a very detailed description of wireless and PLC channel

characteristics of smart grid networks in terms of several parameters such as path loss and
1Content of this chapter is published in [1].
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attenuation, time dispersion, time selectivity, amplitude statistics, and noise characteristics

which are of vital importance considering the communication system performance.

1.1.2 Chapter 3: Investigation of Time Selectivity of Wireless Channels Through

the Use of RVC

Smart grid requires a reliable wireless communication infrastructure that should oper-

ate in various deployment scenarios either fixed or mobile giving rise to different channel

time selectivity characteristics. Expansion of the grid as more renewable energy sources are

integrated is likely to lead to unique communication related issues as well. For instance,

signal propagation characteristics in renewable energy sites such as wind power generation

stations should be studied in depth for either establishing reliable wireless systems in these

sites or understanding their impact on existing legacy wireless systems such as radar signals.

All of these concerns entail a detailed investigation of the time selectivity characteristics of

various propagation environments. This chapter 2 focuses on time selectivity nature of wire-

less channels by considering two typical mobility scenarios by the use of an RVC: motion of

the transmitter or receiver antenna or motion of the surrounding objects both of which are

bound to be observed in wireless communication infrastructure of the smart grid networks

as will be discussed subsequently. Mobility causes spectral broadening whose impact is gen-

erally evaluated through the observation of Doppler spectrum. In this study, investigation

of Doppler spectrum characteristics through the use of an RVC and the methods for the

purpose of its manipulation are presented. This study verifies that the Doppler spectrum

can be manipulated in various ways. However, unless a precise setup is established it is

almost impossible to obtain very specific Doppler shapes in RVCs such as widely known

Jakes’ spectrum. Also, a different interpretation of mobility for wireless channels is given

by the use of a new concept called motion intensity. This concept is elaborated in terms of

both its technical aspects and its impact on wireless channel characterization.
2Content of this chapter is published in [2].
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1.1.3 Chapter 4: Articulating Factors Defining RMS Delay Spread in LV PLC

Networks

PLC along with wireless is considered to be one of the enabler technologies of smart

grid. Its use especially in the LV side of the PLN is drawing considerable attention for some

certain applications that involve “demand response” and “energy use monitoring” requiring

a bidirectional information flow between smart meters and smart devices. In line with the

recently emerging interest which envisions conversion of the power transmission network into

a communication network, understanding of the root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread

is essential for multipath PLC channels for the establishment of reliable communication

systems. In this chapter 3, factors that play a role on the RMS delay spread value of LV

PLC channels are articulated. Among these factors, dependency of the RMS delay spread

on attenuation, loading, and physical characteristics of the PLNs is investigated.

1.1.4 Chapter 5: Statistical Characterization of the Paths in Multipath PLC

Channels

Following up with Chapter 4, multipath phenomenon lies in the heart of PLC and leads

to the reception of multiple replicas of the transmit signal at the receiver through various

paths. Statistical knowledge of arriving paths is essential in order to evaluate performance

of communication systems. First arriving path is distinguishable from the other paths in

the sense that it experiences less reflection and less attenuation along its propagation path,

giving it a favorable position regarding detectability. In this chapter 4, statistics of the first

arriving path are initially investigated. It is shown that the first arriving path can be defined

with log-Normal probability density function. It is seen that the mean of the approximating

log-Normal variable decreases with an increasing number of branches between transmitter

and receiver while its variance increases. The same finding is also observed when the

maximum number of branches that extend out a branching node is increased. Although

statistics of the first arriving path are emphasized more, statistical characterization of the
3Content of this chapter is published in [3].
4Content of this chapter is published in [4].
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other paths is discussed as well. Infinite bandwidth assumption in which all paths arriving

at the receiver can be resolved is considered in the analysis. However, a brief discussion on

the impact of finite bandwidth is given.

1.1.5 Chapter 6: Handling Bursty Impulsive Noise in OFDM

OFDM is recently gaining popularity among both wireless and PLC based smart grid

standards such as IEEE 802.15.4g and HomePlug Green. Impulsive noise could be widely

available in smart grid networks for both wireless and PLC based deployment options. As a

result of the recent technology trend which favors the use of OFDM modulation for a vari-

ety of smart grid communication standards, analytical evaluation and mitigation of bursty

impulsive noise effects on OFDM signals under the influence of frequency selective com-

munication channel is studied in this chapter 5. At the first stage of the receiver, samples

corrupted with impulsive noise are nulled so that impulsive noise power being spread over

the entire OFDM symbol is avoided. Subsequently, two techniques are studied that can be

employed in order to further improve the performance of OFDM receiver. First, the per-

formance evaluation of the technique, namely “sample replacement based iterative symbol

detection”, is given. Next, a technique based on “successive symbol detection” is proposed

for mitigating the impact of nulling as a result of bursty impulsive noise. For the cases in

which these two techniques may fail to provide sufficient bit error rate (BER) performance,

a transmission scheme is introduced. Numerical results show that the proposed algorithms

eliminate the impact of bursty impulsive noise successfully.

1.1.6 Other Works Done

Besides the work discussed above, outcomes of some other research and teaching related

projects are excluded from the dissertation considering its flow and integrity. Some of these

projects are outlined in the following paragraph.

As a part of wireless communication channel characterization efforts, radio propagation

characteristics of underground mines are discussed in [6–8]. In line with PLC channel char-
5Content of this chapter is published in [5].
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acterization efforts, time frequency analysis of noise emitted by electrical devices connected

to the PLN is investigated in [9, 10]. Analysis of a multi-channel receiver that is capable

of accessing both wireless and PLC channels is given in [11]. Teaching certain courses such

as wireless communications or digital communications might be very challenging unless the

theoretical materials covered are supported with a practical experience. This is mainly due

to the fact that immediate relationship between cause and effect can not be easily seen

by the study of pure theory. In this respect, a wireless communication systems laboratory

course is discussed in [12–14] along with the experiments designed to teach various wireless

communication concepts to the students on a weekly basis, as well as interesting projects

and other course requirements. Subsequently, some of these completed (or continuing)

works are to be discussed in detail.

1.1.6.1 Analysis of a Multi-Channel Receiver: Wireless and PLC Reception

This study investigates the mutual use of wireless and PLC technologies by employing

diversity and its impact on the performance of communication systems. Mutual use of

these two technologies has been previously the topic of not many but several publications

in the literature. Several scenarios that are based on the convergence of wireless and PLC

technologies are considered and analyzed mostly through experimental and measurement

based analysis [15–19].

Scarcity of spectrum and interference along with the new concepts introduced such as

cognitive radio (CR) [20] are the main motivations behind this study. For instance, CRs are

supposed to sense the spectrum and detect white spaces before commencing transmission

in order to make sure that they do not cause any harmful interference to primary users.

Considering scarcity of available white spaces and the abundance of secondary users for

both wireless and PLC environments for future communication applications, the capability

of accessing both medium could be of great value for the continuity of reliable communica-

tion. In case of the suitability of both mediums for communication, CRs may change their

strategies and start using both communication channels in order to become more robust to

9



fading. In this way, radios also reduce the level of interference to the other radios operating

in their vicinity in either wireless or PLC environments by dividing the total power available

among the channels. In our analysis, both links are assumed to be available. With the use

of both channels, performance of selection combining (SC) and maximal ratio combining

(MRC) schemes for an ideal multi-channel receiver is analyzed.

1.1.6.2 Time Frequency Analysis of Noise Generated by Electrical Loads in

PLC

Unpredictable characteristics of PLC channels seriously affect the performance of the

communication systems. Among these unpredictable characteristics, noise is considered to

be the main source of errors in data transmission in PLC systems. Unlike conventional

communication systems in which noise is usually modeled as additive white Gaussian noise

(AWGN), its definition in PLC channels has a more complicated form. In order to design

reliable PLC systems, it is essential to understand the features of noise in PLNs. Since the

impulsive noise generated by electrical house appliances is one of the most significant noise

types in PLC channel, it is very important to analyze these electrical devices with respect

to their noise characteristics. In this study, impulsive noise characteristics of various house

appliances are analyzed over the frequency range of 30kHz-50MHz. For instance, Fig. 1.2

shows time-frequency, frequency, and time characteristics of the impulsive noise emitted by

a dimmer and a drill into the PLN, respectively.

Each device connected to the PLN has a unique noise structure. This uniqueness can

be employed for several smart grid applications. For example, providing statistics of the

devices to household is very crucial from the perspective of energy monitoring. In this

sense, a smart meter that is designed to process these noise signatures and map them into

corresponding device type might be of great help while informing the users about their

energy use statistics.
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Figure 1.2 Measurement results: I-dimmer and II-drill.

1.1.6.3 Demand Characterization and Estimation for Electric Vehicle Charging

Stations

In a power grid that is fitted with additional electrical vehicle (EV) charging stations

(CSs), reliability becomes more of a concern since the introduction of EVs could add to the

burden of the grid significantly. In order to take preemptive actions to avoid unpredictable

power outages or to take corrective actions within the grid itself such as use of renewable

energy sources when required, accurate prediction algorithms of power demand should be

established. Establishment of the prediction algorithms may only be achieved after under-

standing the statistical characteristics of the power demand. This study focuses solely on

the power demand characteristics of the CSs.

Articulation of statistical characteristics of power demand at the CSs is based on under-

standing the activities of the EVs at the CSs. Each EV is likely to occupy a CS for a certain

duration of time. EVs may continuously draw power from the grid over the entire duration

of their parking time or they might be idle (stop drawing power from the grid) for a certain
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fraction of time when the batteries are fully charged. In this respect, defining these time

related statistics are of paramount importance as the initial step of the investigation. The

extent of these durations depend on various factors such as user behavior, battery type,

battery size, CS regulations, power supplied at the CS (120V or 240V), floating energy

prices, etc. Manipulating these factors in order to shape the power demand and avoid

power outages at peak hours or to enhance the performance of power demand prediction

algorithms is another objective of the study.
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CHAPTER 2

WIRELESS AND PLC PROPAGATION CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS
FOR SMART GRID ENVIRONMENTS

2.1 Introduction

Design principles of the current electricity utility system can be traced back to the late

1800s without any fundamental change since then. Utility industry has not been able to

sufficiently exploit the advances in communication and information technology so far to

improve the electricity grid’s efficiency, reliability, security, and quality of service (QoS).

Smart grid addresses all of these desired features and more by modernizing the grid with

the incorporation of communication and information technologies.

Understanding of the smartness in the term “smart grid” has been rapidly expanded by

the industry from smart metering that is more focused on advanced metering infrastructure

(AMI)1 to true smart grid [21]. With this recently endorsed definition, objectives of the

smart grid can be summarized as follows [22]:

• achieving active participation of the consumers in the operations of the grid with the

support of AMI

• taking advantage of all generation and storage options

• enabling the network with self–healing capability to minimize the impact of power

outages on consumers

• achieving resiliency against physical and cyber attacks

• providing good quality of power considering needs of the 21st century
1This is sometimes referred to as Smart Grid 1.0.
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• enabling new products, services, and markets

• optimizing assets and operating efficiently by minimizing operations and maintenance

expenses

Objectives of the smart grid require the collection of various types of information re-

garding electricity generation, consumption, storage, transmission, and distribution through

its communication infrastructure. Considering this requirement, smart grid communication

infrastructure should cover a very large geographical area that may extend from remote

generation sites to densely populated residential regions and inside buildings, homes, and

electricity-power-system environments. Indeed, supervisory control and data acquisition

(SCADA) systems have been implemented to monitor and control electricity grid to some

extent for some time [23]. However, definition of smart grid clearly necessitates the de-

velopment of a more complicated two-way communication architecture beyond currently

employed relatively insecure SCADA systems for a larger scale monitoring and control.

In order to better understand the communication needs of the smart grid, it might be a

good strategy to narrow down the scope and focus only on one of its objectives “integrating

customers into the grid” which receives the most attention in terms of planning and invest-

ment. The underlying reason for customer integration is to maximize the efficiency of the

distribution network by encouraging the customer to react to some type of stimuli coming

from the utility. The opportunities with the customer integration includes: 1. providing cus-

tomers with new pricing options, 2. detecting power outages with automatic verification of

restoration, 3. enabling customers to respond to pricing and load control signals, 4. enabling

customers to monitor, control, and schedule local energy consumption for maximizing the

benefits regarding cost of electricity usage and utilization of the distribution network.

It is obvious that communication in a broader perspective lies in the core of the cus-

tomer integration. First, a communication infrastructure between home devices and “smart

meter” should be set up so that “smart meter” can collect information from the devices and

take initiative to adjust the local consumption considering the customer preferences. Sec-

ond, a communication link between “smart meters” and the utility should be established so
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that customers and utility can be bidirectionally notified regarding the real time electricity

prices, customer behavior, and power outages. In this respect, the communication environ-

ment for the customer integration can be decomposed into three distinct communication

networks as illustrated in Fig.2.1: home area network (HAN) for defining the intercon-

nections between devices and the “smart meters”, neighborhood area network (NAN) for

referring to the interconnections between “smart meters” and “data collection points”, wide

area network (WAN) for describing the interconnections between “data collection points”

and the utility. In all of these networks, a different communication technology based on a

different communication medium such as Ethernet, fiber optic, wireless, power line, satel-

lites, etc. can be selected [21, 24–28]. In addition to the selection of a single communication

medium, hybrid solutions2 can also be employed [29]. Focusing only one aspect of smart

grid led us to the design of communication systems operating in three different networks

most probably with different channel characteristics. Combining other aspects of the smart

grid3 with its complexity and size4, it is not very difficult to estimate the volume of infor-

mation flow and the underlying communication infrastructure for its successful realization.

Similar diversity is likely to be observed in the communication applications as well with

different QoS, latency, and reliability requirements ranging from simple control commands

requiring low bandwidth to the transmission of video signals for the surveillance of physical

assets requiring relatively larger bandwidth.

Wireless and power line communication (PLC) based solutions are very promising and

attractive compared to the other options considering the cost of initial investment required

for the smart grid communication infrastructure [27]. While addressing the communica-

tion needs of smart grid, two strategies can be followed. One of the approaches is based

on integrating existing communication standards (e.g. IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.15.1, IEEE
2“Hybrid” in this context does not mean the use of different technologies within different network seg-

ments, rather it refers to the use of different communication technologies within the same network segment
when necessary depending upon communication channel characteristics.

3For instance, consider communication needs for plugin electric vehicles (PEVs) or in electric-power-
system environments, such as transformation substations, power control rooms, bulk generation plants, etc.

4The current electricity grid in the U.S. has more than ten thousand transmission substations, two
thousand distribution stations, 130 million customers, and 5600 distributed energy facilities [30].
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Figure 2.1 Integrating customer with smart grid.

802.15.4, IEEE 802.16, IEEE 802.20, IEEE 1901, HomePlug, etc5) into current electric-

ity grid with some modifications regarding QoS, latency, reliability, and power consump-

tion [32–35], whereas the other strategy relies upon developing novel communication proto-

cols particularly addressing the smart grid communication needs based upon the fact that

integration of existing communication standards could lead to a performance far below the

expectations in a network with such heterogeneity [27, 29, 36]. Some efforts for modifying

existing standards considering the requirements of smart grid are already noticeable leading

to the emergence of IEEE 802.15.4g [37–39] and HomePlug Green [40]6. No matter what

strategy is followed, channel characteristics of the communication environments in smart

grid should be well-known since they are the main determining factor in the ultimate per-

formance of any communication system that is to be deployed. In addition, smart grid

may need technologies over time requiring different attributes from today such as larger

bandwidth paving the way to the emergence of new communication protocols [41]. It must
5Full list of smart grid related standards can be found in [31].
6IEEE 802.15.4g defines three physical layer technologies based on frequency shift keying (FSK), offset

quadrature phase shift keying (OQPSK), and orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) to ad-
dress different system demands and market segments as well as some medium access control (MAC) layer
modifications for lower power consumption. Similarly, HomePlug Green is based on OFDM technology with
quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation for reduced cost of chip design unlike HomePlug AV
which supports several modulation schemes up to 1024-quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) as well as
some other modifications for achieving lower power consumption.
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also be noted that smart grid communication infrastructure can not be isolated from the

advances in the wireless or PLC based communication technologies while seeking communi-

cation solutions. Indeed, discussions regarding the use of white spaces in the TV spectrum

that advance the state of the art in smart grid communications in a way that requires the de-

sign of smart meters with cognitive radio (CR) features already support this provision [42].

Deep understanding of the characteristics of the communication channel is a must prior to

developing optimal communication solutions yet again.

In spite of being cost effective solutions for smart grid applications, wireless and PLC

environments are very harsh posing great challenges to reliability and performance of com-

munication systems. In this respect, objective of this study is to articulate the channel

characteristics of both wireless and PLC channels in smart grid environments in terms of

several factors including:

• path loss (or attenuation7)

• multipath characteristics

– time dispersion

– time selectivity

– channel amplitude statistics

• noise

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 provides a review

of propagation mechanisms effective in wireless and PLC environments. Section 2.3 gives

the details of wireless communication characteristics of smart grid environments. Details

regarding PLC channels are discussed in Section 2.4. Finally, the concluding remarks are

given in Section 2.5.
7“Attenuation” is a more frequently used term than “path loss” in PLC community.
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2.2 Propagation Mechanism

Our discussion starts with the definition of mechanisms that govern the signal prop-

agation within wireless and PLC channels since these propagation mechanisms form the

fundamental platform for understanding the channel attributes that are to be discussed

subsequently. Although propagation mechanism in wireless communication channels is rel-

atively complex it can still be classified into three categories: reflection, diffraction, and

scattering. Reflection occurs when the propagating wave impinges upon an object whose

dimensions are very large compared to the wavelength of the propagating signal. Diffraction

that explains the non-line-of-sight (NLOS) communication in wireless channels occurs when

signal encounters an object with sharp edges in its path to the receiver. Scattering, which

is the most difficult one among the others to predict, occurs when the propagating wave

impinges upon an object whose dimensions are very small compared to the wavelength of

the propagating signal.

The propagation in PLC channels is mostly governed by reflections. In PLC sys-

tems, a transmit signal propagating from one location to another suffers from reflections

at impedance discontinuities along its path. Branching and impedance appearing at the

termination points are the main source of impedance discontinuity in power line networks

(PLNs) giving rise to reflections. These mechanisms are illustrated in Fig. 2.2.

Due to the propagation mechanisms effective in both environments, when a signal is

emitted by a transmitter, the signal received at the receiver consists of attenuated, delayed,

and phase-shifted replicas of the transmit signal leading to time dispersion. In commu-

nications community, significance of time dispersion is quantified by a parameter called

root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread. RMS delay spread for both communication medi-

ums is to be discussed in a more detailed way in the subsequent sections. Besides time

dispersion characteristic, both wireless and PLC channels are time selective as well. Mo-

bility (or relative motion between transmitter and receiver from a broader perspective) is

the main reason behind time selectivity of wireless channels, whereas the reason for time

selectivity in PLC channels is related to the varying impedance conditions in the PLN espe-
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cially at the termination points. Time selectivity is another aspect that is to focused in this

study. For digital communication systems, the most common figure of merit is the bit bit

error rate (BER) which is directly related to signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Being a function

of SNR, BER can be computed by only having information regarding amplitude statistics

of the received signal and the noise characteristics in the communication channel. In this

respect, amplitude statistics and the noise characteristics of wireless and PLC channels are

among the issues that are touched upon.W1 W2 W1

Figure 2.2 Propagation mechanisms for wireless and PLC channels.

2.3 Wireless Channel Characteristics

Large-scale and small–scale fading are the two phenomena that determine the quality of

received signal in wireless communication channels. Large-scale fading explains the variation

in the received signal due to the motion over large areas, whereas small-scale fading is helpful

in understanding the received signal characteristics as a result of small changes (as small as

a half wavelength) in the spatial domain. In explaining the large-scale fading characteristics,

path loss is used for relating the transmit power to the received power in the logarithmic
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scale. At a particular distance d from the transmitter, path loss is expressed as

PL(d) = PL(d0) + 10nlog(d/d0) + Xσ, (2.1)

where d0 is the reference distance in the far field of the transmit antenna, n is the path

loss exponent, and Xσ denotes a real zero mean Gaussian random variable (RV) with a

particular standard deviation σ. Xσ is referred to as shadowing and accounts for the

impact of the terrain profile on the transmit signal. Note that possession of knowledge

regarding two parameters, which are n and σ, while characterizing (2.1) is essential. Both

n and σ are environmental dependent parameters and may change significantly depending

upon communication medium profile. Smart grid communication infrastructure is likely to

be deployed in a variety of communication environments. Among these deployment options

are:

• Indoor deployment: homes, offices, etc

• Outdoor deployment: rural, urban, suburban areas and so on

• Electric-power-system facility deployment: electric–power–system environments such

as transmission, distribution, and transformation substations, power control rooms,

etc.

Note that a distinction between indoor and electric-power-system facility has been made

in the classification given above. This is due to the fact that electric-power-system environ-

ments have very discriminative features compared to regular indoor environments such as

prevalence of metallic structure, different noise characteristics that may stem from corona

effect or switching operations, hostility in terms of temperature and humidity, etc. Stem-

ming from these differences, further discussion is built upon the classification given above.

Most of the results reported in the literature regarding indoor communication environ-

ments are based on measurements carried out at around 900MHz and 1.9GHz. Path loss

exponent (n) for a variety of indoor propagation environments range from 1.2 to 6 [43–46].
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Values smaller than 2 can be attributed to the waveguide effect present in the environment,

whereas higher values are likely due to large attenuations introduced on the transmit signal

by walls, ceilings, floors, etc. Regarding the standard deviation of shadowing σ in (2.1), typ-

ical values are in the range of 3dB to 14dB [47, 48]. In addition to the model given by (2.1),

indoor path loss expressions that consider some other indoor environmental features such

as number of walls, number of floors penetrated by the transmit signal are available in the

literature as well [46, 47, 49, 50]. For instance, International Telecommunication Union

(ITU) recommends a shadowing σ value of 12dB for office environments along with a modi-

fied indoor path loss expression that considers transmitter–receiver separation distance and

number of floors in the transmit signal path [49].

The typical values for path loss exponent (n) for outdoor environments ranges from 2.7

to 6.5 depending upon the environmental characteristics [50]. For instance, recommended

value of path loss exponent by ITU is 4 for both urban and suburban areas [49]. It is

also worth mentioning that rural areas with flat terrain should assume lower values of n.

Shadowing σ for urban environments is typically 8− 10dB [51]. ITU considers a standard

deviation value of 10dB as appropriate for both urban and suburban areas [49].

The number of studies for characterizing the radio propagation medium within electric-

power-system environments is very limited in the literature. An experimental study in

different electric–power–system environments including a 500kV substation, an industrial

power control room, and an underground network transformer vault reports that path

loss exponent n varies from 1.45 to 3.55 depending upon line-of-sight (LOS) and (NLOS)

conditions between transmitter and receiver [52]. Shadowing σ values in these environments

are found to be between 2.25dB and 3.29dB.
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2.3.1 Multipath Characteristics

A complete multipath characterization of the wireless channel can be given by its com-

plex baseband impulse response as follows [47]:

h(t, τ) =
N(t)∑

r=1

ar(t)ejθr(t)δ(τ − τr(t)), (2.2)

where N(t) represents the number of resolvable multipath components at time t, ar(t) is

the amplitude of the r-th multipath component, θr(t) denotes the phase, τr(t) represents

the arrival time, and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function.

2.3.1.1 Time Dispersion

RMS delay spread is highly dependent on the wireless communication medium charac-

teristics. A large number of studies is available in the literature for the characterization of

RMS delay spread in various environments. The most straightforward conclusion that can

be drawn from these studies is that the RMS delay spread values of indoor environments are

smaller that those of outdoor environments [53, Chapter 2]. Typical values of RMS delay

spread for residential buildings are within the range of 5ns to 10ns with some exceptional

reported values up to 30ns. Office environments tend to have larger values within the range

of 10ns to 100ns. RMS delay spread values of typical urban and suburban environments

are usually between 100ns and 800ns with some reported values up to 3µs. Bad urban

and hilly terrain environments have much larger RMS delay spread values than these pre-

viously mentioned ones up to 18µs. Similar to the other propagation related parameters,

the number of studies performed in electric-power-system environments is very limited. A

measurement campaign carried out in a distribution transformer revealed that the mean

RMS delay spread in this environment is 85ns [54].
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2.3.1.2 Time Selectivity

Time selectivity in wireless channels manifests itself in transform domain as a spectral

broadening which is known as Doppler spread. Impact of the spread is generally evalu-

ated through the observation of Doppler spectrum. In (3.1), the impact of the mobility,

hence the consequence of time selectivity is observed in the phase term, namely θr(t), for

each tap (delay). Doppler spread in the received waveforms is caused by the instantaneous

changes in θr(t) stemming from the differences in the path distance between receiver and

transmitter antennas over a very small duration of time. Doppler spectrum depends on

several parameters such as operating frequency, speed, and angle of arrival (AOA) statistics

at the receiver. AOA statistics are mostly define the shape of the Doppler spectrum. When

3-D propagation environment is considered, shape of the Doppler spectrum may vary from

classical Jakes’ bath-tube like shape to flat depending upon the AOA statistics in both

azimuth and elevation planes [55, 56]. Besides these parameters, motion scenario between

transmitter and receiver is another factor that defines the Doppler spectrum. In wireless

communication applications, two categories can be identified to define motion scenarios:

mobile receiver and fixed receiver with moving surrounding objects. It must be noted that

different motion scenarios in the wireless channel lead to different Doppler spectra. Jakes’

classical spectrum is commonly used in scenarios which consider the motion of the receiver

antenna [51]. If transmitter is fixed and channel variation stems only from the motion of

surrounding objects, then the Doppler spectrum takes a different shape from that of Jakes’

with a power spectral density (PSD) approaching zero with increasing frequency [2, 57,

58]. These differences between Doppler spectra are also considered in many standards and

recommendations. For instance, a flat Doppler spectrum and Classical Jakes’ spectrum are

recommended by ITU for indoor and outdoor propagation environments, respectively [49].

Smart grid communication infrastructure is likely to cover both mobile and fixed wireless

scenarios. Wireless voice and video communication with the maintenance team in the field

may correspond to the mobile receiver case, whereas the wireless communication between

smart meters and home devices or within the electric-power-system facilities for monitoring
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and control applications may refer to the fixed receiver scenario. In this sense, the Doppler

spectrum should be carefully thought for truly characterizing the communication channel.

Although there is no specific study for characterizing the Doppler spread or AOA statistics

within electric-power-system environments, a very rough classification can be applied and

Jakes’ classical spectrum for mobile receiver case and the spectrum with a PSD approach-

ing zero with increasing frequency for fixed receiver case is considered to be appropriate.

However, it is also worth mentioning that electric-power-system environments might be lo-

cated in regions or positions entirely isolated from the outside effects (e.g. underground

transformer stations). Such a condition may lead to time invariance of the wireless commu-

nication channel for fixed receiver-transmitter case unlike the situation observed in indoor

and outdoor communication environments in which motion of the surrounding objects such

as pedestrians and vehicles results in wireless channel variation.

2.3.1.3 Amplitude Statistics

Rayleigh and Ricean probability density functions (PDFs) are widely used to describe

the small scale statistics of the amplitude (ar(t) in (2.2)) in wireless communication channels

for NLOS and LOS conditions, respectively [47, 59]. This stems from the fact that a very

large number of multipath components falls into each tap in (2.2) leading to the realization of

complex Gaussian process as a result of central limit theorem. Besides Rayleigh and Ricean,

Nakagami fading is also commonly used in oder to model more variety of fading conditions.

One of the interesting properties of Nakagami PDF is that it can closely approximate

Rayleigh and Ricean PDF through very simple parameter manipulations [59, 60]. Finally,

some other fading distributions such as Weibull are also used while defining the amplitude

statistics of received signal in the literature [61].

2.3.2 Noise Characteristics

In conventional wireless communication systems, thermal noise is usually modeled as

stationary additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). In spite of being an accurate model
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for most of the time, wireless communication systems are subject to impulsive noise in

certain indoor and outdoor environments [62, 63]. Major sources of impulsive noise in

indoor wireless channels are some devices that we frequently use in our daily lives such as

photocopiers, printers, microwave ovens, hair-dryers and etc. Impulsive noise in outdoor

environments may result from some other effects such as vehicle ignition. Besides these

regular environments, noise characteristics of electric-power-system environments may be

dominated by the presence of impulsive noise as well [64, 65]. For instance, gap breakdown

discharge phenomenon that is mainly caused by circuit breaker opening may result in a

very strong impulsive noise in a transformer substation.

In the literature, time domain samples of the entire noise process (background noise

corrupted with impulsive noise) is very frequently represented by a mixture of zero mean

complex Gaussian variables with different variances and occurrence probabilities as follows:

f(n) =
L∑

l=0

pIg(n|σ2
I ), (2.3)

where pI ’s denote model parameters whose sum should equal unity and g(n|σ2
I ) is the PDF

of the complex Gaussian variable with zero mean and σ2
I variance. Note that (2.3) is a

generalization of Bernoulli–Gaussian and Middleton Class-A models as noted in [66]. In

spite of being widely used for the purpose of analysis, this model is memoryless and lacks

representing the bursty nature of impulsive noise [67]. In order to incorporate its bursty

nature into analysis, Markov model is commonly employed [67, 68]. Employing Markov

model along with a persistence parameter which signifies memory of the channel may turn

this memoryless model into a bursty model forming a more realistic analysis platform.
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2.4 PLC Channel Characteristics

Based on extensive measurements, frequency–distance dependent attenuation in low

voltage (LV) PLC networks is defined as [69]

A(f, d) = exp
(
(−a0 − a1f

k)d
)
, (2.4)

where f and d correspond to frequency of the signal and the distance covered, respectively.

a0, a1, and k are all cable dependent parameters and are mostly extracted by empirical

measurements [69].

2.4.1 Multipath Characteristics

If the total number of replicas received at the receiver is considered to be limited to

N , a complete characterization of the PLC channel can be given by its channel frequency

response (CFR) as follows: [69]

H(f) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
A(f, di)exp(−j2πfτi), (2.5)

where Γ and T correspond to the reflection and transmission coefficients along the propaga-

tion path, respectively, A(f, di) means the frequency–and–distance dependent attenuation

stemming from the physical characteristics of the cable, and exp(−j2πfτi) refers to the

phase of the ith component due to the time delay. K and M represent the number of

reflection and transmission coefficients experienced by the propagating signal along a par-

ticular path denoted by the subscript i. Finally, it is worth mentioning that multiplication

of Γ’s and T ’s in (2.5) is referred as the reflection factor (|ri|ejθi) of a particular propaga-

tion path. Note that τi, the time delay, is related to the speed of propagation within the

communication medium, power line cables in our consideration as follows:

τi =
di
√

εr

c0
(2.6)
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where εr is the dielectric constant of the insulation material and c0 is the speed of light in

vacuum.

2.4.1.1 Time Dispersion

Our discussion starts with the articulation of factors that define RMS delay spread in

PLC channels and extends into more specific values based on measurement campaigns. One

of the factors on which RMS delay spread depends in PLNs is the impedance status at the

termination points. Studies show that low impedance or high impedance values at the

termination points yield the worst case scenario from the aspect of RMS delay spread [70–

72]. Another factor is the physical attributes of the PLC medium [3]. Number of branching

nodes between transmitter and receiver, distance between transmitter and receiver as well

as the length statistics of the branches are among these attributes.

In spite of confusion and unclarity in RMS delay spread computation in PLC literature,

values reported in [73, 74] show that it is mostly on the order of 2−3µs with a few exceptions

as high as 5− 6µs for a frequency range up to 30MHz. Another very extensive study that

considers the site measurements of 120 channels in the 1.8− 30MHz range reveals that the

RMS delay spread is mostly below 1.31µs with only two exceptions of channel responses

that exhibit a higher value 1.73µs and 1.81µs [75]. Similarly, RMS delay spread values

reported over the same frequency range reveals that it is smaller than 0.5µs for 99% of

the studied channels [76]. Also, a similar study conducted over a frequency range up to

30MHz reports that 95% of the channels have an RMS delay spread value between 240ns

and 2.5µs [77]. Another study which considers a larger frequency band up to 100MHz

finds out that 80% of the channels exhibit RMS delay spread values between 0.06µs and

0.78µs with a mean value of 0.413µs upon conducting extensive measurement campaigns

by obtaining 144 transfer functions collected from 7 sites [78]. In conclusion, typical RMS

delay spread values in LV PLC channels are on the order of few microseconds.
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2.4.1.2 Time Selectivity

Even for a fixed PLN topology, response of the PLC channels can not be considered

as time invariant. Time variation of the PLC channels is attributed to the change in the

reflection factors (|ri|ejθi) of the propagation paths. It can be examined in two main cate-

gories: long term and short term. Long term variation stems from the fact that impedance

status of the termination points constantly changes as the devices connected to the PLN

are switched on/off. Change in the impedances seen at the termination points leads to

a change in the reflection and transmission coefficients of some paths giving rise to the

variation of the channel response. It is worth mentioning that the impedance values seen

at the termination points are also dependent on the state of the connected electrical load:

unplugged, plugged but inactive, and plugged and active [79]. In addition to this long

term change in the impedance status of the termination points, impedance of most of the

electrical loads is dependent on the Alternating Current (AC) mains cycle giving rise to a

cyclic short term variation in the channel response [80]. Coherence time8 of the LV PLC

channel due to the short-term impedance variations in the PLN is reported to be no smaller

than 600µs [80]. It is worth mentioning that studies show that separation distance between

transmitter and receiver plays a important role in the significance of the channel variation

due to the impedance dependency of the electrical loads on the mains AC cycle [81]. It is

also shown that if a certain feature is always present in the PLN, then the PLC channel

becomes a more deterministic medium than commonly believed [82].

2.4.1.3 Amplitude Statistics

Studies show that path amplitudes in LV PLC networks can be characterized with log-

normal PDF merely resembling the shadow fading in wireless channels [4, 72, 75, 83, 84].

Besides frequently used log-normal distribution, use of some other PDFs such as Rayleigh

and Rician is also recommended for defining path amplitudes in PL channels [73, 85, 86].
8Coherence time refers to the duration of time over which channel can be considered invariant
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Statistics of signal amplitude in PLC environments are not well-established compared to

the wireless communication case and need further investigation and verification.

2.4.2 Noise Characteristics

Noise in PLC channels is classified into three main categories that are colored background

noise, narrow band noise, and impulsive noise. Colored background noise results from the

summation of different noise sources of low power present in the network and is usually

characterized with a PSD decreasing with the frequency. Narrow band noise stems from the

existence of radio broadcasters in long, middle, and short wave ranges. Colored background

noise and narrow band noise are mainly considered to constitute the background noise

since their amplitudes vary very slowly over the time. In addition to the background noise,

impulsive noise, generated mostly by electrical appliances, is the most significant among

the noise types present in PLC networks. It is considered to be the main reason behind

the errors in the data transmission over the PLC channels. Analysis of the impulsive noise

proposes that it can be further categorized into three categories as follows:

• Periodic impulsive noise asynchronous to the mains AC cycle, which is generated

mostly by switched-mode power supplies.

• Periodic impulsive noise synchronous to the mains AC cycle, which is caused by

rectifier diodes used in some of the electrical appliances.

• Asynchronous impulsive noise, which results from the electrical motors, drills, and

on/off switching transients present in the network.

Models proposed regarding the noise categories mentioned above are all based on em-

pirical measurement campaigns. The main approach undertaken while modeling the back-

ground noise is based on its frequency domain characterization. One of the methods to

characterize the background noise is to express it as a function of frequency by using its

fitted PSD [87]. The major downside of this approach is that the random behavior of the

noise process is not considered at all. In order to incorporate its random nature into anal-
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ysis, background noise variation at a particular frequency value should be characterized

by a certain PDF. Among these PDFs proposed in the literature are sum of two Rayleigh

PDFs [88], log-normal [89], and Nakagami-m [90]. With regards to impulsive noise, common

methodology is based on characterizing it in time domain in terms of several parameters

such as impulse amplitude, impulse width, and impulse interarrival times [68, 91, 92]. In

spite of the fact that impulsive noise results from entirely different sources in wireless and

PLC channels, models employed in the literature are very similar to each other. Hence,

the model given by (2.3) is widely employed in PLC community as well for the purpose of

communication system analysis.

As a final note, notice that most of the preceding discussions are dedicated to the

LV PLC channels. However, this does not necessarily imply that other segments of the

PLN can not be considered for the purpose of communication in spite of some reliability

related concerns9 [93–95]. However, although HV power lines serve as a communication

medium for voice for a long time dating back to 1920s [96], the literature defining its channel

characteristics is almost inexistent. Regarding the communication channel characteristics of

MV channels, although there is not much study in the literature, some general conclusions

can still be drawn. Similar to LV PLC channels, MV lines exhibit time dispersion. RMS

delay spread values of MV PLC channels are on the order of 10µs. Time variation of the

channel is very weak and the amplitude statistics obey Nakagami-m distribution [97]. In

addition to these multipath related parameters, noise components of MV power lines are

usually very similar to those of LV power lines with some discriminative features such as

the dominance of corona discharges in the background noise [98].

2.5 Concluding Remarks

Smart grid is a challenging project that requires the establishment of a very extensive

communication infrastructure. PLC and wireless based solutions seem very attractive con-
9Ensuring the continuation of power line cable in medium voltage (MV) and high voltage (HV) segments

for end-to-end communication is a relatively more difficult issue than in LV segment.
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Table 2.1 Outline of wireless and PLC channel characteristics

Channel
Param.

Wireless Powerline

Path Loss /
Attenuation

Highly dependent on the
propagation environment of
interests with extensive results
reported in the literature

Dependent on the
characteristics of cable used in
the PLN

Time dispersion /
Freq. selectivity

Governed by reflection,
diffraction, and scattering

Governed by reflections mainly
due to impedance
discontinuities along the
propagation path

Time selectivity /
Freq. dispersion

Mobility of transmitter/
receiver pairs or motion of
surrounding objects

Impedance variations over both
long and short term

Path Amplitudes
Mostly assumed Rayleigh or
Ricean depending on
NLOS/LOS condition

Merely resembles shadowing
effect in wireless channels and
mostly assumed to obey
log-Normal PDF

Noise
Mostly assumed AWGN,
presence of impulsive noise in
certain environments

More complicated noise
structure: colored background
noise, narrow band noise and
impulsive noise very effective

sidering the cost of initial investment. Being cost effective solutions, two approaches are

likely to emerge: integration of already existing PLC and wireless technologies into the grid

with some modifications regarding QoS, latency, reliability, power consumption, etc or devel-

oping novel communication protocols particularly addressing the smart grid communication

needs. No matter what approach is taken, a deep understanding of the communication chan-

nel characteristics of smart grid environments is essential. In this study, communication

characteristics of both PLC and wireless environments were discussed in detail. Smart grid

wireless deployment options were classified roughly as indoor, outdoor and electric-power-

system environments. Similar methodology was followed in PLC environments as well by

classifying them as LV, MV, and HV.

Among the communication channel characteristics discussed were path loss and attenua-

tion, time dispersion, time selectivity, path amplitudes and noise characteristics as outlined
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in Table 2.1. These parameters are of great importance from the perspective of commu-

nication system design for smart grid communication infrastructure. To sum up these

characteristics, path loss and attenuation profile of wireless and PLC channels significantly

vary with respect to communication environment and several model parameters are avail-

able in the literature for different environment types. RMS delay spread which indicates

the significance of time dispersion of a communication channel is on the order of a few

microseconds in LV PLC channels. MV lines exhibit a larger RMS delay spread values on

the order of 10µs. Similarly, typical values of RMS delay spread for indoor wireless envi-

ronments are usually less than 100ns, whereas outdoor wireless propagation environments

have larger values on the order of microseconds. Regarding electric-power-system environ-

ments, RMS delay spread of wireless propagation channel in a distribution transformer is

found to be 85ns. Both wireless and PLC channels are time variant. Doppler spread is ob-

served in order to evaluate the consequences of time selectivity in wireless channels. While

discussing the Doppler spectra of different wireless communication environments, a rough

classification with respect to motion scenarios was performed. Jakes’ classical spectrum

seems to be a suitable model for mobile receiver scenarios, whereas the spectrum with a

PSD approaching zero with increasing frequency is considered to be appropriate for fixed

receiver case. However, time variation of the wireless communication channel in certain

electric–power–system environments could be very insignificant since these environments

might be completely isolated from the outside effects. Although no specific model is avail-

able regarding the time selectivity of PLC channels, time selectivity is related to the long

and short term varying impedance conditions in the PLN. Coherence time of the LV PLC

channel is no less than 600µs in the short term. Log-normal distribution is widely used

while defining amplitude statistics in LV PLC channels, whereas Rayleigh and Rician PDFs

are commonly employed in wireless channels for NLOS and LOS conditions, respectively.

Structure of the noise in PLC channels is relatively more complex than that of wireless

channels. Impulsive noise stemming from electrical loads connected to the PLN is the ma-

jor source of data errors in PLC channels. Impulsive noise is observed in certain wireless
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indoor, outdoor, and electric-power-system environments as well. Photocopiers, printers,

microwave ovens, hair-dryers, vehicle ignition are some of the sources of impulsive noise in

indoor and outdoor environments. In electrical–power–system environments especially in

transformer substations, impulsive noise as a result of gap breakdown discharge phenomenon

could significantly impact wireless communication.

It is worth mentioning that some aspects of the smart grid needs further investigation

in terms of communication channel characteristics. For instance, a more in-depth under-

standing of the radio propagation characteristics in electric-power-system environments is

essential for the design of reliable wireless communication systems in the smart grid. Simi-

larly, most of the research efforts in PLC channels are dedicated to the LV side of the PLN

and lack of literature in MV and HV PLC channels suggests a more comprehensive look at

these environments.
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CHAPTER 3

INVESTIGATION OF TIME SELECTIVITY OF WIRELESS CHANNELS
THROUGH THE USE OF RVC

3.1 Introduction

The most attractive and desired feature of wireless communications is mobility. In wire-

less communications community, mobility is considered to include the following scenarios:

motion of transmitter and/or receiver, motion of surrounding objects, and both. Since all

these three scenarios can be unified under the umbrella of motion, a more comprehensive

characterization might be more appropriate in terms of analysis by considering the relative

motion in general rather than the mobility concept. Thus, motion in general leads to several

consequences from the perspective of wireless propagation channel and plays a crucial role

on its characterization.

Selectivity is a statistical tool that is used for characterizing wireless channels. Formally,

selectivity is defined in both time and frequency domains. Time selectivity is used to

characterize the consequences of motion [99]. Time selectivity manifests itself in transform

domain as a spectral broadening which is known as Doppler spread. Impact of the spread

is generally evaluated through the observation of Doppler spectrum.

It is known that different propagation environments and motion behaviors lead to differ-

ent Doppler spectrum characteristics. In order to achieve a reliable wireless communications

system, it is required that all sorts of propagation characteristics should be well understood.

Furthermore, the entire communication system must be evaluated under various transmis-

sion conditions whose characteristics have been derived based on arduous experimental field

tests. Among these propagation characteristics, Doppler phenomenon is one of the most
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prominent one considering the motion aspect of wireless communications systems. In this

respect, reverberation chambers (RVCs) can be considered as a potential test environment

to emulate different Doppler characteristics without going through time-consuming and

expensive field tests.

The RVC is a closed cavity which is generally of metallic structure. When it is excited

empty, it has many well-behaved propagation modes which lead to great electromagnetic

(EM) field variations [100]. A stirrer is rotated to randomize the maxima and minima

locations of the EM field magnitudes giving rise to a more uniform field magnitude distri-

bution throughout the chamber. Rotation of the stirrer inside the RVC causes also Doppler

spread in the received signal. Although there are not many Doppler related RVC studies in

the literature, some research can still be found in the framework of a broader perspective.

In [101] which can be considered to relate Doppler directly to RVC, the authors derive a

relation between the speed of stirrer and maximum observed Doppler frequency. Another

Doppler related study for RVCs can be found in [102] which compares the experimental

results with the Jakes spectrum. The authors claim that there is a discrepancy between

the model and the experimental results stemming from the dimensional assumptions in sig-

nal propagation. In contrast to the previous studies, an indirect relation between Doppler

and RVC is established in [103] from the time domain perspective. Similarly, in [104],

multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) performance analysis for nonisotropic propagation

environments is performed in an RVC. However, as concluded by the authors, nonisotropic

propagation environments need to be further investigated especially in terms of motion

related parameters.

The study presents the findings of the measurement campaigns within an RVC that are

performed to make a complete characterization of the Doppler behavior. The objectives

can be summarized as follows:

• Having a better understanding of Doppler spectrum characteristics as well as the

factors which define its behavior through the use of an RVC. Some of the factors that

are studied are operating frequency, speed, angle of arrival (AOA). In conjunction
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with these factors, a new perspective of mobility in wireless channels is also given by

proposing a concept called motion intensity.

• Comparing experimental results with some vastly used theoretical models and elabo-

rating the reasons of discrepancies between the models and the results. In addition,

steps for the accurate realization of the theoretical models such as Jakes in RVCs are

given.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 gives the analyti-

cal background for wireless channel model and Doppler spectrum in the light of specific

motion scenarios. Section 3.3 provides the details of measurement system and procedure

employed in the study. Section 3.4 elaborates the outcomes of the experiments conducted.

Section 3.5 discusses the effective factors on Doppler spectrum and the realization of theo-

retical Doppler spectra in RVCs such as Jakes’ model. Finally, the concluding remarks are

given in Section 3.6.

3.2 Wireless Channel Model, Doppler Spectrum, and Motion Scenarios

In this section, first fundamental characteristics of wireless channel and its relation to

Doppler spectrum is given. Next, motion scenarios are analyzed and discussed from the

perspective of Doppler spectrum.

3.2.1 Wireless Channel Model and Doppler Spectrum

When a wireless signal is transmitted, the signal received at the receiver consists of

attenuated, delayed, and phase-shifted replicas of the transmitted signal. Therefore, a

complete characterization of the wireless channel can be given by its complex baseband

impulse response as follows:

h(t, τ) =
N(t)∑

r=1

ar(t)ejθr(t)δ(τ − τr(t)), (3.1)
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where N(t) represents the number of resolvable multipath components at time t, ar(t) is

the amplitude of the r-th multipath component, θr(t) denotes the phase, τr(t) represents

the arrival time, and δ(·) is the Dirac delta function [61].

In (3.1), the impact of the mobility manifests itself in the phase term, namely θr(t), for

each tap (delay). Doppler spread in the received waveforms is caused by the instantaneous

changes in θr(t) stemming from the differences in the path distance between receiver and

transmitter antennas over a very small duration of time. In order to characterize the prop-

agation channel, the statistical behavior of the taps (delays) in (3.1) over time should be

investigated. Channel correlation function is used as a tool in order to evaluate this statis-

tical behavior. Transform domain counterpart of channel correlation function is known as

Doppler spectrum. Since different motion scenarios lead to different Doppler spectra, it is

appropriate to investigate them individually. Subsequently, the following fundamental mo-

tion scenarios will be the focus: motion of transmitter/receiver and motion of surrounding

objects.

3.2.2 Motion Scenarios

3.2.2.1 Motion of Transmitter/Receiver

This subsection details a scenario in which one of the nodes in transmitter/receiver pairs

is considered to be moving and the other to be fixed. The key factor in Doppler phenomenon

is the relative motion between transmitter and receiver. Stemming from this fact, analysis

is independent of mobility status of the nodes as long as the relative motion is maintained.

Note that, in a traditional cellular system, such a scenario corresponds to uplink/downlink

communication between a mobile node and a fixed base station. Therefore, for the sake of

brevity, only the moving receiver-fixed transmitter case will be investigated.

A receiver moving with a particular speed of v is considered in the analysis as depicted in

Figure 3.1. Although the receiver travels very short distance over the interval of ∆t, phases

of the rays arriving the receiver from different angles change drastically. The assumptions
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related to angle of ray arrivals, their power levels as well as the gain pattern of the antenna

are of utmost importance for the statistical characterization of the propagation channel.

For the sake of simplicity and ease of analysis, milder assumptions can be employed

such as constant arriving ray power levels, uniformly distributed ray arrival angles, omni-

directional antenna pattern, and so on. Note that all these simplified assumptions can be

formally expressed by the following zeroth order Bessel function of the first kind when the

channel correlation function is considered for the rth tap:

E {h(t, τr)h∗(t + ∆t, τr)} = Rh(∆t) = J0(2πfD∆t), (3.2)

Direction of Motion ReceiverθθDisplacement withina duration of ∆t
Scatterer

Figure 3.1 Geometry of moving receiver case.

where E{·} is the statistical expectation operator, (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate of

its input, ∆t is the time shift in the correlation operation, and fD is maximum Doppler

frequency. Maximum Doppler frequency, namely fD, is related to the carrier frequency of

the transmit signal and to the speed of the mobile as (vfc)/c where c is the speed of light.

The Fourier transform of (3.2) which corresponds to Doppler spectrum is known as Jakes’
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model and takes the following form [51]:

RH(f) =





1

π
√

f2
D − f2

, |f | ≤ fD

0 , otherwise

(3.3)

When a particular receiver velocity is assumed, graphical representation of the Doppler

spectrum reminds of the famous bathtub-like shape as depicted in Figure 3.2. Note that

frequency axis is normalized by the maximum Doppler frequency fD where the carrier

frequency fc is represented with f = 0. In the literature, several measurements performed

with this transmitter-receiver configuration approximate this Doppler behavior [56, 105].

It is worth mentioning that the assumptions considered in the analysis of Jakes’ model

are very strong and not applicable in most of the propagation environments. However,

Jakes’ Doppler spectrum is vastly used in the literature for comparison purposes of the

experimental data or of some other theoretical models [102].
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Figure 3.2 Doppler spectrum for moving receiver case.
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3.2.2.2 Motion of Surrounding Objects

The scenario, in which motion of the surrounding objects is considered, is shown in

Figure 3.3. Such a scenario is vastly encountered in typical indoor wireless communication

applications. As can be clearly seen in Figure 3.3, the phase change of the received signal is

due to the movement of the surrounding scatterers and depends on the movement direction

of the object as well as on the incident angle of the arriving ray on the scatterer. If the

arrival angle θ and the motion angle β are considered to be uniformly distributed over

(-π,π], channel correlation as a function of ∆t can be derived as follows [58]:

Rh(∆t) = J2
0 (2πfD∆t) (3.4)

Receiver
Direction of MotionθθβScatteringObject Displacement withina duration of ∆t

Scatterer
Figure 3.3 Geometry for moving objects case.

Corresponding Doppler spectrum which is the Fourier transform of (3.4) can be computed

as:

RH(f) =





2

π2
√

4f2
D − f2

K


 2fD√

4f2
D − f2


 , |f | ≤ 2fD

0 , otherwise

(3.5)

where K(·) implies the complete elliptic integral. Doppler spectrum indicated by (3.5) is

valid if all the rays come across a moving object before arriving the receiver. This is not
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a valid assumption considering the possibility that some percentage of the rays arriving

the receiver is reflected from the stationary sources such as walls, doors, windows and so

on. This fact favors the idea of distinguishing propagation environments with respect to

their motion characteristics. In this respect, a formal tool is required to identify distinct

motion characteristics. For instance, if a ratio which articulates the relation between rays

coming from stationary objects and moving objects is introduced, such a formal distinction

is achieved to some extent.

The above-mentioned idea can directly be incorporated into the channel correlation

function as well. If a factor, namely m, denotes the rays coming from the moving objects

with various velocities that can be defined by a probability density function (PDF) and

1−m the rays reflected from stationary objects, the channel correlation function takes the

following form [58]:

Rh(∆t) = (1−m) + mE{J2
0 (2πfcV ∆t/c)} (3.6)

Note that (3.6) still includes a statistical expectation taken over V which is the random

variable characterizing the speed of surrounding objects. In order to exemplify this, consider

a typical residential environment. In such environments, most of the time motion is caused

by pedestrians whose speed is of ≈ 3m/s. In order to emphasize the randomness of V and

incorporate the effect of the motion of other possible objects, it is reasonable to assume

that it has a PDF which is distributed over (0, 3]m/s. Note that in (3.6) this randomness

is weighted by the factor m which is called motion intensity.

Motion intensity articulates the significance of motion in a particular environment. It

forms a platform in which Doppler spectrum characteristics of different motion scenarios

can be related to each other. For instance, the scenario given in Section 3.2.2.1 corresponds

to the case where motion intensity is equal to unity, whereas the scenario given in Sec-

tion 3.2.2.2 corresponds to a motion intensity factor of lower than unity. This reasoning

stems from the fact that m = 1 represents absolute motion which can be interpreted as

each ray arrives at the receiver from a source in motion. Furthermore, the case where

m = 0 implies an absolute stationary environment in which there exists no motion at all.
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Evidently, 0 < m < 1 refers to the case in which surrounding objects are in motion with

fixed transmitter-receiver pair.

Different Doppler spectrum shapes stemming from different motion intensity factors m

are given in Figure 3.4. While deriving the plot in Figure 3.4, the speed of the surrounding

objects are all assumed to be the same. It can be noticed that as the motion intensity of

the operating environment decreases meaning that the less amount of rays being reflected

by moving objects, the spectrum significantly changes. Recall that as the motion intensity

approaches to zero, the Doppler spectrum converges to a Dirac delta. This is very intuitive

since it is expected that no spread is observed in an absolute stationary environment as

mentioned earlier.
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Figure 3.4 Doppler spectrum with moving objects case for different values of m.

Upon introduction on the nature of Doppler spread examined with different scenarios,

subsequent sections deal with its characterization in the RVCs.

3.3 Measurement System and Procedure

A setup in order to conduct the Doppler spread measurements inside the RVC has

been established in the Wireless and Microwave Information Systems (WAMI) laboratory
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of Electrical Engineering department at the University of South Florida (USF) as shown in

Figure 3.5. List of the equipment used in the measurements is as follows:

• Agilent E4438C ESG vector signal generator (VSG)

• Agilent E4440A PSA series vector signal analyzer (VSA)

• Omnidirectional Anritsu 2000-1035 and HyperLink Technologies HyperGain RE07U

antennas for 910 MHz and 2410MHz measurements, respectively

• Pyramidal Radio Frequency (RF) absorbers in order to control the shape of the

Doppler spectrum

• Speed controllable stirrer

Transmitter Antenna Receiver Antenna
Signal Generator Vector Signal Analyzer

Reverberation Chamber
Absorbers Rotating Stirrer

FrequencySynchronization
Figure 3.5 Pictorial description of the measurement setup.

In order to extract the Doppler characteristics of the wireless propagation channel

between transmitter and receiver antennas within the RVC, two tones at 910 MHz and

2410MHz were transmitted via Agilent E4438C ESG VSG. Agilent E4440A PSA series VSA
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was used in order to record the transmitted waveform. In every measurement, data with

a duration of 20 seconds was captured to obtain sufficient statistics at the post-processing

stage. Caution must be taken while adjusting the span of the spectrum analyzer so as to

ensure that the Nyquist sampling criterion is not violated when Doppler affects the trans-

mitted tone. The relation between the span of Agilent E4440A PSA series VSA and a

particular target value of sampling rate can be formulated as follows:

fs = ∆W ∗ 1.28 (3.7)

where ∆W denotes the span of the bandwidth to be captured by the device and fs corre-

sponds to the desired sampling rate. In all of the measurements, the span of the VSA was

set to ∆W = 8kHz corresponding to fs = 10.24kHz of sampling rate.

Captured waveform which is provided by Agilent E4440A PSA series VSA as I/Q com-

plex data samples needs to be processed so that the Doppler spectrum is revealed. The

post-processing stage steps are as follows:

• Correction of frequency offset: The first step of the processing is to make sure that

the frequency offset between transmitter and receiver is handled properly. Frequency

offset is observed due to the mismatches between transmitter and receiver local os-

cillators and causes time-dependent phase shifts in the received symbols. Its effect

must be corrected before handling the data. However, it is also possible to frequency-

synchronize the transmitter and receiver by physically connecting them through their

proper ports via a piece of cable depending upon the flexibility of the measurement

setup. In all the measurement results presented in this chapter, this impairment was

overcome by a direct cable connection between transmitter and receiver as shown in

Fig. 3.5. The overhead of correcting the effect of frequency offset in the post-processing

is avoided by this way.
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• Calculation of channel correlation function: After the compensation of frequency

offset, channel correlation function needs to be computed. For this purpose, autocor-

relation of the I/Q complex data array is calculated.

• Obtaining Doppler Spectrum: At this point, Doppler spectrum is obtained by applying

fast Fourier transform (FFT) to the channel correlation function which is calculated

in the previous step.

3.4 Measurement Results

Considering the scenarios described in Section 3.2, factors that define the Doppler spec-

trum characteristics can be itemized as follows: (F.1) frequency of operation, (F.2) speed of

the receiver terminal or the surrounding objects, (F.3) AOA statistics of the incoming rays,

and (F.4) motion intensity. Beside these factors, antenna gain pattern is another parameter

affecting the Doppler spectrum; however, it is outside the scope of this study. Considering

the fact that physical propagation environment can be emulated by RVC to some extent,

all these factors can be mapped into RVC experiments by introducing different stimuli con-

ditions. For example, (F.1) corresponds to the frequencies used in the experiments; (F.2)

implies the stirrer speed located inside the RVC; (F.3) is manipulated by changing the

number/location of absorbers; and (F.4) is adjusted by changing the number of stirrers

rotating inside the RVC. An illustrative schematic representation of this mapping is given

in Figure 3.6. As can be seen in Figure 3.6, characteristics of Doppler spectrum are altered

by different stimuli introduced into the RVC.

3.4.1 Impact of Frequency of Operation and Speed

As mentioned in Section 3.3, two different frequencies are investigated to see the impact

of operating frequency on Doppler spectrum. In addition, the speed aspect of motion is

manipulated by changing the speed of stirrer and the results are observed.1

1It is worth mentioning that different parts of the stirrer moves with different speed due to the rota-
tional movement. Therefore, speed inside the RVC must be treated as a random variable with a particular
distribution rather than a single value.
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Figure 3.6 Mapping between factors affecting Doppler in physical environment and stimuli
conditions for RVC experiments.

The effect of operating frequency and the speed of the stirrer on Doppler spectrum can

be seen by observing the spectrogram of the received signal as shown in Figure 3.7, namely

through (a)-(d). If the figure is investigated either along the horizontal axis or along the

vertical axis, it is clear that an expansion occurs in the frequency spectrum of transmitted

signal. This expansion is emphasized by the dashed rectangular boxes placed on the right-

hand side of each subfigure.2 Note that, the size of each rectangular box expands both in

the direction of operating frequency and in the direction of stirrer speed. This shows that

an increase in operating frequency or stirrer speed gives rise to an expansion in Doppler

spectrum. Note also that the amount of expansion caused either by the operating frequency

or by the stirrer speed evolves linearly. This is not surprising since the very well-known

Doppler shift equation (vfc)/c is a linear function of both operating frequency and speed.

In order to better see the effect of speed, timefrequency analysis (TFA) can be projected

onto solely frequency domain yielding the Doppler spectrum. Figure 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) plot

the results for 910MHz and 2410MHz of two different stirrer speeds, respectively. As can be

clearly seen from the figures, the tendency of the curves indicates that the energy spreads
2The Doppler spectra observed in Figure 3.7 yield a symmetric output in each spectrogram since the

transmitted signal is real (i.e.. a single tone); therefore, only the right-hand side of the expansion is delineated
representing the main lobe of the spread.
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to a larger bandwidth with the higher value of stirrer speed. These results are in conformity

with the spectrogram plots given in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 Doppler spectrogram of the measurements.

In light of the measurement results presented in this section, it is concluded that the

environment inside an RVC is seen to yield a Doppler spectrum that is similar to the motion

scenario outlined in 3.2.2.2.
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Figure 3.8 Impact of operating frequency and speed on Doppler spectrum.
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3.4.2 Impact of Motion Intensity on Doppler Spectrum

Motion intensity implies the ratio between the percentage of rays coming from stationary

and moving objects. Its value can be altered by changing the probability that the rays come

across a moving object within a particular volume in which the wireless signal propagates.

In the experiments, the value of motion intensity was increased by introducing another

identical stirrer inside the RVC having the same speed statistics. In this experiment, it must

be mentioned that the speed of the stirrers was adjusted to their highest values. Placing

more stirrers within the same volume is expected to increase the motion intensity of the

propagation environment, i.e., RVC in this particular case. Increase in the motion intensity

(i.e., m → 1) was expected to cause a rise in the spectrum curve along the power axis as

shown in Figure 3.4. Experimental results which plot the effect of changing the motion

intensity at two different operating frequencies are given in Figures 3.9(a) and 3.9(b). Note

that each figure bears the combined impact of two factors, namely change in the operating

frequency and change in the motion intensity. As explained earlier, change in the operating

frequency provides an expansion along the frequency axis. An increase in motion intensity

factor m is expected to cause a rise along the power axis. Hence, the comparison of these

two figures highlights the combined impact of the two factors. Finally, manipulating Rician

K-factor of the wireless communication channel within the RVC can be considered as an

alternative to the technique presented above as described by [106]. This is due to the fact

that all direct rays contribute to 1−m, whereas most of the reflected rays are expected to

interact with the stirrer contributing to m factor of (3.6).

3.4.3 Impact of AOA Statistics on Doppler Spectrum

Use of RF absorbers in order to manipulate AOA statistics within RVC is common in

the literature [106, 107]. The idea behind the use of absorbers to generate different Doppler

behavior is very straightforward. Absorbers intentionally placed around the receiver an-

tenna block some of the rays arriving from particular angles. The composite signal at
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Figure 3.9 Impact of motion intensity on Doppler spectrum.

the receiver having contributions only from some particular angles is expected to yield a

different Doppler spectrum (usually more asymmetric) from the traditional ones.

It is worth mentioning that the speed of the stirrer is set to its highest value during

the experiments presented in this subsection since the purpose is only to see the change

in the Doppler spectrum with regard to the AOA. Doppler spectrum was analyzed before

and after the introduction of the absorbers so that their effect could be comparatively seen.

In the experiments, absorbers were located around the receiver antenna in a way that it

reminds a cubic shape. Only one side of the cubic shape was open inside the RVC allowing

the wireless signal to arrive at the receiver antenna from this particular angle.

The result of the experiment at 910MHz is shown in Figure 3.10. It is seen that the

Doppler spectrum appears to have a more symmetric structure prior to placing the ab-

sorbers. Note that the figure has been zoomed in so that the asymmetry can be observed

in a clearer way. Introducing the absorbers in order to block wireless signal propagating

from certain angles destroyed the symmetric structure of the spectrum to some extent. At

this point, it is essential to mention that use of the absorbers to have asymmetric Doppler

spectrum does not seem to be the only solution. Based upon the experience of the authors,

it was seen that the location of the antenna and the stirrer within the RVC play a role
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in shaping the Doppler spectrum as well. Changing the location of the antenna or the

stirrer may lead to different Doppler spectrum shapes; however, the use of absorbers may

be considered as an option if the measurement setup is not flexible enough allowing such a

modification within the RVC. Another important observation of the authors in this section

was that the absorbers affect the motion intensity of the environment as well. This may

happen if the rays coming from stationary objects and the moving objects are not equally

absorbed. Similar results were obtained for 2410MHz case; however, these results are not

presented due to space considerations. As a final note, it must be also kept in mind that

loading the chamber with lossy materials such as absorbers gives rise to a reduction in its

quality factor (Q) increasing Rician K-factor of the wireless communication channel within

the RVC [106]. This could also be considered as one of the causes of the change in motion

intensity of the environment related to the placement of absorbers within RVC.
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Figure 3.10 Impact of absorbers on Doppler spectrum at 910MHz.

3.5 Discussion

In this section, some main points in the light of the numerical results and of the afore-

mentioned issues will be given.
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3.5.1 Effective Factors on Doppler Spectrum

As depicted in Figure 3.6, Doppler can be manipulated by changing several parameters.

However, measurement results show that some of these parameters do not yield drastic

change in the Doppler behavior. Among these four factors, the operating frequency seems

to yield the most drastic change in the Doppler behavior in RVC followed by motion inten-

sity and speed. However, the impact of AOA is not as drastic as those of the remaining

three. Furthermore, manipulation of AOA in RVCs requires extra effort with special at-

tention. Note that such an extra effort is not required for the other three factors. This

difference between impact of factors is not surprising when the well-known Doppler shift

equation (vfc)/c and (3.6) are considered. Operating frequency, speed, and motion inten-

sity are the direct parameters affecting these two equations. However, AOA is not such a

parameter since it rather refers to a statistics whose effect becomes clearer after additional

mathematical operations such as averaging and integration over its PDF. Therefore, change

in AOA statistics may not yield an impact as conspicuous as the other aforementioned

factors.

3.5.2 Realization of Theoretical Doppler Spectrum in RVCs

The result of the experiments has showed that the Doppler spectrum inside an RVC has

a good agreement with the motion scenario presented in Section 3.2.2.2. At this point, it

would be very interesting to investigate the feasibility of generating Jakes’ classical Doppler

spectrum that is frequently referred in the literature within RVCs with a rotating stirrer and

fixed receiver configuration. Consider the scenario illustrated in Figure 3.11. A scatterer

moves along an elliptic path and receiver-transmitter antenna pairs are located at the focal

point of this elliptic movement. Since the transmission path from transmitter to receiver

does not change instantaneously keeping the phase of the receiver signal the same all the

time due to the geometric property of an ellipse, no Doppler is observed at the receiver

terminal. This fact suggests that it is possible to control the Doppler behavior by intel-
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ligently manipulating the location of transmitter-receiver pairs and the motion pattern of

the scatterer.

Figure 3.11 Elliptic motion of a scatterer.

Consider the case in which a scattering object is moving in a particular direction as

shown in Figure 3.12. If an analysis similar to the one presented in Section 3.2.2.2 is per-

formed, it is seen that the delay on a particular propagation path due to the movement of the

reflector, and the corresponding phase change become 2V ∆t cos θ/c and 4πfcV ∆t cos θ/c,

respectively. Assuming that the receiver antenna is omnidirectional and θ is uniformly dis-

tributed over (−π,π], the following channel correlation is obtained as a function of time

offset ∆t:

Rh(∆t) =
1
2π

∫ π

−π
ej4πfcV ∆t cos θ/c = J0(4πfD∆t) (3.8)

Figure 3.12 Theoretical approximation of classical Jakes’ Doppler spectrum within RVCs.

Note that this is very similar to the channel correlation function obtained in Jakes’ model

given by (3.2). However, it is worth mentioning that the speed of mobile must be halved in

order to achieve the same maximum Doppler frequency as the classical Jakes’ model. This
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channel correlation function is obtained if all the incoming rays arriving at the receiver

come from moving objects. This case implies the maximum motion intensity condition in

which m is equal to one. Taking m into account in order to consider a ratio between the

rays coming from stationary objects and moving objects, the channel correlation function

takes the following form:

Rh(∆t) = (1−m) + m
1
2π

∫ π

−π
ej4πfcV ∆t cos θ/c = (1−m) + mJ0(4πfD∆t) (3.9)

It is practically very difficult to design an environment with m equals one with fixed

receiver and surrounding objects in motion. However, the motion intensity of the wireless

propagation environment within the RVC can be increased by placing more moving objects

inside as shown in Section 3.4.2.

Figure 3.13 shows the classical Doppler spectrum and the Doppler spectrum which is

obtained from the model depicted in Figure 3.12 with the same constant speed value. It is

seen that by intentionally aligning the direction of the moving objects with respect to the

transmit and receiver antennas, classical Jakes’ spectrum may be approximated. However,

an impulse at the zero frequency is always observed due to the rays coming from stationary

objects. The power of this impulse may be reduced by increasing the motion intensity of

the environment, i.e. introducing more moving objects. It is also seen that the maximum

Doppler frequency obtained due to the motion of the surrounding objects is twice the

classical Jakes’ shape with the same speed value.

It is theoretically shown that it is possible to approximate classical Jakes’ spectrum;

however, the practical verification needs some technical capability. In summary, it is con-

cluded that the classical Jakes’ spectrum can be generated within an RVC by intelligently

adjusting the motion pattern as well as the location of the transmitter-receiver antenna

pairs.3

3It must be kept in mind that this may even require a change in the movement pattern of the stirrer
from circular to linear motion.
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Figure 3.13 Obtaining Jakes’ classical Doppler spectrum with fixed receiver configuration.

3.6 Concluding Remarks

It is known that characterization of wireless propagation channel is key to a successful

wireless communication system design and implementation. Since mobility lies in the heart

of the wireless communications, mobility related parameters should be well understood. For

this purpose, further investigation on mobility by performing various experiments and field

tests is essential. From these perspectives, RVCs seem to be a promising test bed due to

its experiment related flexibilities. In wireless community, the word “mobility” is generally

interpreted as the displacement of either receiver or transmitter. However, this study shows

that a more comprehensive characterization is possible by considering the motion in a

particular environment including the transmitter and receiver within.

In this study, Doppler phenomenon caused by motion is investigated in RVCs by elabo-

rating the key factors such as operating frequency, speed, AOA. In addition, motion intensity

which can be considered as a formal generalization of wireless channel mobility character-

istics is introduced and its consequences are discussed.

Also, a very well-known Jakes’ Doppler model is compared with the experimental find-

ings. It is observed that there is a significant discrepancy between Jakes’ model and the
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experimental results obtained. It is shown and theoretically explained that the main reason

for this discrepancy is not the dimensional assumptions in signal propagation as reported

in the earlier studies in the literature. It is found out that the discrepancy is more related

to the motion scenario in the propagation environment. Although the analysis of an RVC

with fixed transmitter-receiver pair has shown that the realization of Jakes’ spectrum is

difficult to achieve, it can still be approximated under certain conditions when motion of

the scatters is controlled in a specific way.

Although it is obvious that the field tests yield the most reliable results regarding the

performance of wireless communication systems, concerns including cost and time consump-

tion while performing these tests force to have alternative approaches. RVCs are promising

candidates in this aspect. However, the main hurdle for RVCs to be a reliable replacement

to field tests lies in their design. Therefore, RVC design should be improved in a sense that

it is capable of emulating various motion scenarios with minor modifications.
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CHAPTER 4

ARTICULATING FACTORS DEFINING RMS DELAY SPREAD IN LV
PLC NETWORKS

4.1 Introduction

Communication over the power line network (PLN) referred as power line communica-

tion (PLC) is recently gaining significant momentum for various communication applications

such as smart grid, Internet, data and voice transmission [108]. PLC is very promising for

many communication applications in the sense that the communication medium is based

on the use of an existing infrastructure in a very extensive network that virtually reaches

anywhere in the world. Design purpose of the PLNs is the transmission of power from one

point to another and conveying the high frequency communication signals is not the actual

reason behind its existence. Therefore, PLN is considered to be a very harsh communication

medium such that PLC systems must tackle various challenges such as noise and multipath

in order to ensure reliable communication.

Future PLC based systems are envisioned to provide very high data rates requiring

wideband to support high–quality multimedia. The popularity of wideband PLC especially

in low voltage (LV) networks for last–inch applications is growing [109, 110]. In wideband

communication channels, multipath induced inter-symbol interference (ISI) is one of the

phenomena that leads to performance degradation. In communications community, signif-

icance of ISI is quantified by a parameter called root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread.

In a nutshell, the RMS delay spread indicates the capability of the communication channel

of supporting high data rate communications by implying the probability of performance

degradation which may occur due to the ISI as a result of multipath signal propagation.
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Understanding the RMS delay spread in PLC channels is crucial from many aspects. For

instance, the driving technology in PLC applications requiring wideband is overwhelmingly

considered to be orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) due to its inherent

advantages [108]. Cyclic prefix is employed in OFDM systems in order to combat multipath

related ISI and RMS delay spread of the communication channel is considered while deter-

mining the duration of the cyclic prefix [111]. The apparent relation between RMS delay

spread and the cyclic prefix in OFDM systems is one of the considerations that favors the

idea of looking into RMS delay spread of LV PLC channels in a more detailed way. In PLC

systems, the RMS delay spread depends on the following factors:

• frequency-distance dependent cable attenuation

• loading condition, that is the impedances of the electrical loads appearing at termi-

nation points

• physical characteristics of the operating PLC medium

The aim of this chapter is to investigate and explain statistically the impact of these factors

on the RMS delay spread value of LV PLC networks.

Based on extensive measurements, frequency–distance dependent attenuation in LV PLC

networks is defined as [69]

A(f, d) = exp
(
(−a0 − a1f

k)d
)
, (4.1)

where f and d correspond to frequency of the signal and the distance covered, respectively.

a0, a1, and k are all cable dependent parameters and are mostly extracted by empirical

measurements [69]. a0, a1, and k are considered to be time invariant, i.e. fixed parameters

for a PLC network. Hence, attenuation defined by (4.1) does not cause any time variation

in the RMS delay spread for a given topology. Unlike the first factor listed above, load-

ing in LV PLC networks is time varying. Branches in the network are terminated with

various electrical loads with different impedance characteristics. The loading condition of
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the network may change throughout the day. Hence, RMS delay spread of the LV PLC

networks may change significantly as the impedances seen at the termination points change

even the considered network topology is fixed. In addition, even if the loading condition

is not altered, the dependency of the load impedances on the Alternating Current (AC)

mains cycle [80] gives rise to a cyclic change in the RMS delay spread of PLC channels.

Indeed, several studies performed earlier noticed this relation between RMS delay spread

and loading by considering some specific topologies [70, 71]. An excerpt taken from [71]

says:

”It has been shown the maximum delay spread occurs for cases when the channel is

terminated either in low impedances or high impedances”

Some other studies available in the literature implicitly express this fact by calling the

open circuit condition at termination points as the worst case scenario [72]. Findings of this

study will naturally shed some light on these statements extensively encountered in the PLC

community through the establishment of a mathematical background while the impact of

loading is examined. In addition, PLC systems are deployed on PLNs possessing different

physical characteristics. Number of branching nodes between transmitter and receiver,

length statistics of branches, and statistics regarding the number of branches extending

from each branching node are some of the characteristics which may significantly differ

from network to network. Depending upon the communication application and deployment

condition, distance between transmitter and receiver is another parameter which may also

change. These different attributes of the PLNs give rise to a change in the multipath profile

of the communication channel between transmitter and receiver leading to a change in the

RMS delay spread values. Revealing the relation between these physical characteristics of

PLNs and the RMS delay spread is another objective of this study.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 gives the analytical

background for the multipath propagation model in PLC channels and defines RMS delay

spread. Section 4.3 discuses impact of attenuation and loading on the RMS delay spread

in PLC channels. Section 4.4 provides the details on the relation between the physical
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characteristics of PLC channels and RMS delay spread. Finally, the concluding remarks

are given in Section 4.5.

4.2 PLC Multipath Channel Model and RMS Delay Spread

When a signal is transmitted on the power line conductors, the signal received at the

receiver consists of attenuated, delayed, and phase-shifted replicas of the transmitted signal.

If the total number of received signal replicas are considered to be limited to N , a complete

characterization of the PLC channel can be given by its channel frequency response (CFR)

as follows: [69]

H(f) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
A(f, di)exp(−j2πfτi), (4.2)

where Γ and T correspond to the reflection and transmission coefficients along the prop-

agation path, respectively, A(f, di) means the frequency–distance dependent attenuation

stemming from the physical characteristics of the cable used in the network and given

by (4.1), and exp(−j2πfτi) refers to the phase of the ith component due to the time de-

lay. Finally, K and M represent the number of reflection and transmission coefficients

experienced by a propagating signal along a particular path denoted by the subscript i.

Multiplication of reflection (Γ) and transmission (T ) coefficients leads to a parameter which

is called reflection factor in the literature. Reflection factor, denoted as |ri|exp(jθi) for a

certain path implied by the subscript i, is usually but not necessarily a complex number. It

accounts for the losses inflicted upon the transmit signal due to physical characteristics of

the PLC environment. It is clear from (4.2) that the accurate computation of the reflection

factors (reflection and transmission coefficients) is essential for a true characterization of the

PLC channel. In PLC systems, a transmit signal propagating from one location to another

suffers reflections at impedance discontinuities along its path to the receiver. Due to these

impedance mismatches, some part of the signal is reflected back towards the source, whereas

some proceeds to the destination. Reflection coefficient Γ articulates the amplitude/phase

ratio between the reflected signal and the incident signal, whereas transmission coefficient T
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implies the amplitude/phase relation between the proceeding signal and the incident signal.

Reflection and transmission coefficients at a particular impedance discontinuity for a cable

with characteristic impedance Z0 is given by the following equations [112]:

Γ =
ZL − Z0

ZL + Z0
and T = 1 + Γ, (4.3)

where ZL refers to the impedance that the signal sees at a discontinuity. Since branching and

impedance appearing at the termination points are the main reason behind the impedance

discontinuity for homogeneous PLNs which are to be considered in our study, it is worth

taking a closer look at the calculation of the reflection and transmission coefficients at these

instants as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Reflection/Transmission coefficients at branching and termination.

4.2.1 Reflection/Transmission Coefficient at Branching

At a branching node, calculation of reflection/transmission coefficient is based on treat-

ing each branch extending from the node as parallel connection. If a homogeneous network

with a particular cable impedance Z0 is assumed, it is easy to show that the impedance seen
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by the incident signal arriving at a branching node is given by the following expression:

Ztotal =
Z0

n− 1
, (4.4)

where n is the total number of branches extending from a node including the branch on

which the incident signal propagates. 1 By using (4.3), it can be easily shown that reflection

and transmission coefficients are given by,

Γ =
Ztotal − Z0

Ztotal + Z0
=

2− n

n
and T = Γ + 1 =

2
n

, (4.5)

4.2.2 Reflection/Transmission Coefficient at Termination Points

In a similar fashion, reflection/transmission coefficient at a termination node can be

computed as follows:

Γ =
ZD − Z0

ZD + Z0
and T = Γ + 1 =

2ZD

ZD + Z0
, (4.6)

where ZD denotes the impedance seen by the incident signal at the termination point. Note

that the incident wave is fully reflected in case the termination point is open or short with

the same amplitude but 180◦ of phase difference. In case a device is connected to the

termination point, then impedance of the corresponding device must be taken into consid-

eration while computing reflection/transmission coefficients. Signal passes through many

impedance discontinues and experiences multiple reflections on its way to the receiver in

a PLC network. Reflection factor, that was previously mentioned while introducing the

multipath characteristics of PLC channels, represents the total effect of all these reflec-

tion/transmission coefficients on the propagating signal.
1Note that 3 is the minimum value that n can assume to ensure branching keeping in mind that a node

should have at least one branch for arriving signal and one branch for proceeding signal.
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If inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operation is applied on CFR given by (4.2),

channel impulse response (CIR) is obtained as follows:

h(τ) =
R∑

j=0

hjδ(t− τj), (4.7)

RMS delay spread is derived from the CIR and defined as: [47]

τrms =

√√√√
∑R

j=0 τ2
j |hj |2∑R

j=0 |hj |2
−

(∑R
j=0 τj |hj |2∑R
j=0 |hj |2

)2
, (4.8)

where R is the number of paths considered in the calculation and usually determined by

thresholding as will be clear in the forthcoming sections. It is worth mentioning that delay

of the first arriving path, which is denoted as τ0, is aligned to zero before computation.

So far, signal propagation and multipath characteristics of PLC channels as well as the

computation of the RMS delay spread are elaborated. These concepts are important in a

sense that they form a basis for our future discussions. From this point on, our discussion

will be extended to the RMS delay spread and the factors that characterize it in PLNs.

4.3 Impact of Attenuation and Loading on RMS Delay Spread

Our initial objective is to understand the impact of attenuation and loading on the RMS

delay spread. T-network is the main PLC topology in LV PLC networks that is usually taken

into consideration. Multipath phenomenon was first elaborated by considering a T-network

topology in [69]. Similarly, signal reflections are analyzed by considering this fundamental

topology structure in [113]. Its popularity in PLC channel analysis stems from the fact that

it forms a basis for more complex LV networks in a way that these complex networks can

be decomposed into different connections of T-network structure [69, 113]. Stemming from

the fact that our initial objective is to investigate the impact of attenuation and loading on

the RMS delay spread, physical characteristics of PLC channels will be isolated from our
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analysis and popularly used T-network topology, being a more controlled environment, will

be utilized in line with the previous studies.

T-network topology is depicted in Fig. 4.2. It is composed of three branches connected

to node B with the length of d1, d2, and d3. A denotes the point where the signal is

injected into the network, and D is the point where the signal is received. Consideration of

the homogeneous network structure in which all the branches have the same characteristic

impedance Z0 is one of the assumptions made for the ease of analysis. In addition, A and

D are assumed to be matched to Z0 for the sake of simplicity, hence B and C are the only

sources of reflection in the topology.

Transmitter ReceiverElectrical Load d1 d2d3A BC DReflections
Figure 4.2 T-network topology.

Reflection and transmission coefficients at node B (Γb, Tb) and C (Γc, Tc) for this

particular network topology are given by (4.5) and (4.6) for n = 3. Note that ZD in (4.6)

refers to impedance of the electrical load connected to node C.

Following the discussion on PLC channel and RMS delay spread given in Section 4.2, it

is now convenient to articulate why the first two factors (attenuation and loading) that are

listed in the beginning of the chapter play a role in the RMS delay spread of PLC channels.

Recall that the RMS delay spread of a communication channel is computed by aligning the

first arriving path to zero delay. Upon this alignment, the number of paths to be included

in the RMS delay spread computation, which is R as can be seen in (4.8), is determined by

applying a threshold considering the maximum power value in the delay profile. With this

threshold so determined, the paths with the power values below are considered to be noise

and excluded from the analysis. With the explanation given, the impact of attenuation on
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RMS delay spread can be explained by an example. Considering the T-network topology

given in Fig. 4.2, assume that only two paths satisfy the threshold condition. So, these

paths should naturally follow the following paths: A-B-D (at τ0) and A-B-C-B-D (at τ1).

Assume that d3 is slowly increased. Note that this change in the topology does not lead

to any change in either τ0 or in the power of the first arriving path since d1 + d2 stays

the same. However, this affects the second arriving path in a way that it arrives at a later

delay with a smaller value of power due to the attenuation which increases with distance.

The attenuation may reach at a point (as d3 →∞) at which the threshold condition is not

satisfied even for the second arriving path leading us to consider it as a part of background

noise in the computation of RMS delay spread. Disappearance of a particular path from

delay profile (or arriving at a larger delay) leads to a change in the RMS delay spread value

as can be clearly seen from (4.8).

The second factor given in the beginning of the chapter, which is the loading, determines

Γ’s and T ’s in (4.2). Therefore, any change in the loading condition leads to a change in

Γ’s and T ’s in the network and results in a change in the RMS delay spread. Recall also

that even if the loading condition is not altered, the dependency of the load impedances

on the AC mains cycle [80] gives rise to a cyclic change in the RMS delay spread of PLC

channels. If the term, A(f, d) in (4.2) is ignored in order to isolate ourselves from the effect

of attenuation and solely focus on the impact of loading, (4.2) reduces to the following form:

H(f) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
exp(−j2πfτi), (4.9)

If IFFT operation is applied to the CFR, CIR is obtained as follows:

h(τ) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
δ(t− τi), (4.10)

Note that the reflection factor of the direct path (A-B-D) is composed of only one term

which is the transmission coefficient at B, namely Tb. The reflection factors of other paths

consist of Γc, Γb, and Tb. Based upon this observation, the CIR of T-network topology
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assumes the following form:

h(τ) = Tbδ(τ − τ0) +
R∑

j=1

Tb{ 2
n
}j{2− n

n
}j−1(Γc)jδ(τ − τj), (4.11)

where R refers to the number of reflections considered between B and C.

The graphical illustration of the amplitude of (4.11) is given in Fig. 4.3. As can be seen,

amplitude of the signal components decreases with increasing delay. This is due to the fact

that power of the signal reduces as it passes through more reflection points on its way to the

receiver even though the attenuation effect is not accounted for. Taking the attenuation into

consideration, amplitude of each component should be even smaller. Therefore, the RMS

delay spread values obtained from Fig. 4.3 are pessimistic since the effect of attenuation

especially for late arriving paths is not accounted for. However, this will not affect our

conclusions since our focus is on the impact of loading rather than attenuation.
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Figure 4.3 Graphical representation of the CIR for T-network topology.

For the purpose of mathematical tractability, if two of the delays (τ0 and τ1) along the

delay axis are considered (R = 1) in Fig. 4.3, using (4.8) and (4.11) the RMS delay spread

τrms takes the following form:

τrms = τ1
2n|Γc|

n2 + 4(Γc)2
= τ1

6|Γc|
9 + 4(Γc)2

, (4.12)
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Note that (4.12) depends on two parameters which are τ1 and the reflection coefficient Γc.

When τ0 is set to 0, time delay τ1 for the second arriving path is expressed as

τ1 =
2d3

v
=

2d3
√

εr

c0
, (4.13)

where εr is the dielectric constant of the insulation material and c0 is the speed of light in

vacuum.

Referring back to (4.3), Γc being the reflection coefficient at node C depends on the

impedance of the electrical device ZD connected to the network which is regarded as a

random variable (RV) in this study for generalization so that various loading conditions

can be taken into account. If C is assumed to be left open (ZD = ∞), Γc becomes 1. Γc

becomes −1 if a short circuit assumption (ZD = 0) is considered at node C. These two

scenarios correspond to two extreme cases. Therefore, it is expected that any electrical

device connected to node C yields a reflection coefficient between the values generated by

these extreme cases, −1 and 1. These two values are also the maximum and minimum

values of Γc during an AC cycle duration even if the electrical load connected to node C is

unchanged.

In order to understand the impact of loading on the RMS delay spread τrms, we have

to derive the probability density function (PDF) of the variable

ψ =
6|Γc|

9 + 4(Γc)2
, (4.14)

Before proceeding with the statistical characterization of ψ, some important observations

should be made regarding its behavior. ψ has the following characteristics:

• monotonically increasing for 0 < Γc ≤ 1

• monotonically decreasing for −1 ≤ Γc < 0

• has a critical point at Γc = 0
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Proof of these observations can be given as follows. ψ takes the following form within

this interval 0 < Γc ≤ 1

ψ =
6Γc

9 + 4(Γc)2
, (4.15)

The derivative of ψ with respect to Γc is given by

dψ

dΓc
=

54− 24(Γc)2

(9 + 4(Γc)2)2
, (4.16)

Since dψ
dΓc

> 0 for 0 < Γc ≤ 1, ψ is a monotonically increasing function within this interval.

Similarly, the derivative of ψ with respect to Γc within the interval −1 ≤ Γc < 0 is given

by

dψ

dΓc
=
−54 + 24(Γc)2

(9 + 4(Γc)2)2
, (4.17)

Since dψ
dΓc

< 0 for −1 ≤ Γc < 0, ψ is a monotonically decreasing function within this interval.

Equating (4.16) and (4.17) shows that ψ has a critical point at Γc = 0 where the function

may have a minimum or maximum. However, it is easily seen from the first and second

claims that Γc = 0 minimizes ψ. It is also worth mentioning that |Γc| = 1 maximizes ψ

considering its behavior on the intervals analyzed.

An alternative insight into the observations presented above can be given in this way.

Γc = 0 corresponds to the case in which the impedance of the electrical device connected

at node C matches the impedance of the cable Z0. This case implies that no reflection

occurs at C leaving only one propagation path between A and D. Disappearance of the

other signal components along the delay axis in Fig.4.3 gives rise to minimum value of the

RMS delay spread, hence ψ. Other values of Γc 6= 0 lead to the reception of several signal

components from other propagation paths along with the direct path. This phenomenon

leads to an increase in the value of the RMS delay spread, hence ψ. First and the second

claims are details of this observation. Claims derived from our analytical analysis also shed
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some light on the statements that are encountered frequently in the literature as mentioned

in the beginning of the chapter. As empirically concluded in the previous studies and

mathematically shown here, open/short circuit condition at the termination point leads

to the maximum value of RMS delay spread, whereas its minimum value is obtained if

the termination points are matched to the network cable impedance. This also validates

the reason why open/short circuit condition at termination points of LV PLC channels is

considered as the worst case scenario from the perspective of multipath signal propagation.

Referring back to the statistics of ψ, several PDFs can be offered in order to characterize

the statistical behavior of Γc. Extracting the statistics of device impedances that are widely

used in LV networks and building a statistical model would be very desirable. Since no such

a study is available in the literature, Γc is assumed to be uniformly distributed over [−1,1].

By using the fundamental theorem for functions of one random variable [114] and employing

change of variables Y = |Γc|, the PDF of (4.14) can be expressed as follows:

fψ(ψ) =

(
36ψ2 + (3− 3

√
1− 4ψ2)2

)2

24ψ2
(
36ψ2 − (3− 3

√
1− 4ψ2)2

) , 0 < ψ <
6
13

(4.18)

Integrating (4.18) leads to the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of ψ. CDF can

be calculated by changing the variable cos(θ) =
√

1− 4ψ2. After a series of cumbersome

mathematical operations that are skipped here for the sake of brevity, CDF is computed as

Fψ(ψ) =
3
2
tan

(arcsin(2ψ)
2

)
, 0 < ψ <

6
13

(4.19)

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show the PDF and CDF of ψ. It is clearly seen that analytical derivations

and simulation results are in good agreement. Curves are also seen to be in good agreement

with the lemma provided. For instance, plugging |Γc| = 1 into (4.14) for the purpose of

maximization yields 6/13. Due to the maximization, ψ must never exceed 6/13 and it is

seen from Fig. 4.5 that this observation is satisfied.
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Figure 4.4 PDF of the RMS delay spread of T-network topology when node C is randomly
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Figure 4.5 CDF of the RMS delay spread of T-network topology when node C is randomly
loaded.

Impact of attenuation and loading on the RMS delay spread is detailed in this section.

Subsequently, impact of the physical characteristics of the PLC operating environment will

be our focus.
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4.4 Impact of the Physical Characteristics of the PLC Channel on RMS Delay

Spread

PLC systems may be deployed on LV PLC environments having entirely different phys-

ical characteristics. Among these characteristics, impact of the following items on the RMS

delay spread will be addressed in this section:

• number of branching nodes between transmitter and receiver

• distance between transmitter and receiver

• length statistics of branches

It is obvious that the analysis that we plan to perform in this section requires the

establishment of more complicated PLC networks than the T-network topology utilized

in Section 4.3. Modeling PLC systems and building simulation techniques for them have

been the focus of several studies earlier in the literature. The model which considers the

PLC channel as a multipath communication environment was first introduced in [69] as

mentioned earlier. Based upon this multipath consideration, analytical calculation of the

multipath components by describing the PLC channel via a set of matrices is proposed

in [115, 116]. PLC models that are based on treating the transmission line as a two-port

device are available in the literature as well [117, 118]. A channel model and a simulation

platform along with the results of various channel measurement campaigns are discussed

in [79, 119]. A statistical PLC channel characterization regarding attenuation, multipath

related parameters, etc. is presented in [78, 120]. In our analysis, the matrix based PLC

simulation technique proposed in [115] will be considered as the basis. However, matrices

introduced in [115] are to be modified in a way that the simulation module lets us easily

generate PLC networks with different physical characteristics. In line with the procedure

described in [115], generated PLC network topology, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.6, is
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mapped into a single matrix as follows:

C[(t+b)x(t+b)] =




0[txt] CT[txb]

CT T
[bxt] CC[bxb]


 , (4.20)

where t and b correspond to the number of termination points and branching points (referred

to as internal nodes in [115]), respectively. CC is the submatrix which describes the inter-

connections among branching nodes. CT shows the connections between branching nodes

and termination points. The corresponding length of each interconnection and impedances

at termination points are kept in separate matrices. In order to isolate our analysis from

the impact of impedance variation that was discussed in Section 4.3 and focus solely on the

impact of physical characteristics of the environment, it is assumed that the termination

points are open circuit. In addition, number of branches extending from each branching

node is considered to be uniformly distributed over [3,6] in the simulations. Similar to the

analysis performed in Section 4.3, transmitter and receiver are also assumed to be matched

to the characteristic impedance of the homogeneous PLC network. Impact of physical at-

tributes is statistically investigated by generating 20000 realizations of PLC network for

each case taken into consideration. PLC topologies with different physical attributes are

generated by manipulating the values of t, b, and the length matrix whose elements are

composed of the values lij shown in Fig. 4.6. Note that a change in the topology gives

rise to a change in the values of t and b which results in a change in the dimensions of the

submatrices denoted as CC and CT . For each realization, CIR was calculated by taking

the IFFT of CFR given by (4.2). After CIR is obtained, procedure described in Section 4.2

is followed with the threshold value of 20dB while computing the RMS delay spread.

The impact of number of nodes between transmitter and receiver on the RMS delay

spread can be seen in Fig. 4.7. While deriving this figure, transmitter–receiver separation

distance and length statistics of the branches are considered to be 150m and U[10m-30m]2,

respectively. Upon the analysis performed, it is concluded that an increase in the number
2U refers to uniform distribution.
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Figure 4.6 Graphical illustration of the PLC network topology considered in the study.
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Figure 4.7 Dependency of RMS delay spread (τrms) on the number of nodes (b) between
transmitter and receiver when separation distance between transmitter and receiver is 150m
and branch lengths are assumed to be uniformly distributed over [10m-30m].

of nodes while keeping all the other effective physical attributes of the PLC network the

same gives rise to an increase in its RMS delay spread value. This behavior can be related

to the multipath components arriving at larger delays as b is increased. This relation was

previously noticed in [70] by considering some specific PLC network topologies. Our findings

verify the results of this earlier study by taking more general PLC network scenarios into

account. Fig. 4.8 shows the impact of transmitter–receiver separation distance on τrms.

Similar to the previous case analyzed, increasing separation distance between transmitter

and receiver leads to the reception of multipath components at larger delays leading to an
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Figure 4.8 Dependency of RMS delay spread (τrms) on the separation distance (d) between
transmitter and receiver when number of nodes between transmitter and receiver is 4 and
branch lengths are assumed to be uniformly distributed over [10m-30m].

increase in τrms values. Finally, the impact of branch length statistics is seen in Fig. 4.9.

Among all of these aforementioned factors, change in the length statistics of branches seems

to yield the most drastic change in τrms values. This is expected since expanding the range

of values that branch lengths may assume increases the probability that some multipath

components arrive at larger delays. If the effect of attenuation is not significant within the

length range considered, it should naturally result in higher τrms values as can be seen in

the figure.

4.5 Concluding Remarks

Trend in PLC indicates that the future applications will need more bandwidth and

higher data rates to address user requirements. This growing interest into PLC entails a

good understanding of its channel characteristics. RMS delay spread which is frequently

used in communications community while quantifying multipath characteristics of commu-

nication channels was the focus of this study. Factors, which have a significant impact on
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Figure 4.9 Dependency of RMS delay spread (τrms) on the length statistics of branches
when number of nodes between transmitter and receiver is 4 and separation distance between
transmitter and receiver is 150m.

the RMS delay spread, peculiar to PLC channels were elaborated in a detailed way. Among

these factors, impact of attenuation and loading was discussed by exploiting T–network

being the most fundamental LV PLC topology that is frequently used in the literature. The

relation between attenuation and loading to the RMS delay spread was explicitly demon-

strated and compared with the results already present in the literature. Next, impact of the

physical characteristics of PLC channels on the RMS delay spread was studied. Number

of nodes between transmitter and receiver, transmitter–receiver separation distance, and

length statistics of branches are identified as the physical characteristics which may signifi-

cantly change from one PLC network to another. A matrix based simulation technique was

employed while generating PLC network topologies with distinct physical characteristics.

For each attribute examined, statistics regarding the RMS delay spread were presented

by observing corresponding CDF curves. Based upon the results of extensive simulations,

important conclusions regarding the relation between these attributes and the RMS delay

spread were drawn.
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CHAPTER 5

STATISTICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PATHS IN MULTIPATH
PLC CHANNELS

5.1 Introduction

Multipath propagation and the noise are the two factors that play an important role in

the quality of received signal in power line communication (PLC) systems. The former is

related to the impedance discontinuities and corresponding reflections in the PLC network,

whereas the latter stems from the presence of undesired disturbances in the communication

medium. Both of these subjects drew considerable attention from the researchers especially

after the promising features of power line networks (PLNs) for communication purposes

are recently rediscovered. The focus of this study among these two topics will be on the

multipath phenomenon in PLC channels.

The multipath characteristics of the PLC communication environment have been the

focus of several publications earlier in the literature. Multipath model for PLC channels

is first elaborated in [69]. A matrix based algorithm for the calculation of multipath com-

ponents in PLC networks is given in [115, 121, 122]. Channel characterization of indoor

PLNs with various loading conditions is investigated in [70]. Similarly, the impact of load

impedances which are classified as high resistive, low resistive, and inductive, line length

and branching to the multipath characteristics of the PLC channel is analyzed in [123, 124]

by studying certain scenarios. PLC channel models that are based on treating the trans-

mission line as a two-port network are available in the literature as well [117, 118, 125,

126]. All of these studies presented as the prior art form an analysis platform for PLC

environments with exactly known characteristics leading to site-specific information. Our
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aim in this chapter will be the establishment of a statistical model for the behavior of the

received signal in PLC environments in order to avoid this site-specific information and to

draw more general conclusions. In order to do that, the PLC network will be treated as

an unknown communication environment except for some high-level attributes. The fact

that no communication system can be built based upon site-specific information is the main

motivation behind this study.

In line with our objective, although not so many papers are available in the literature,

some other studies aim at modeling the PLC channels statistically based upon the results

derived from measurement campaigns [78]. Path arrival times and amplitudes are inves-

tigated particularly for narrow band channels in [72]. The authors approach is based on

defining the path arrival times as Normally distributed. This definition for path arrival

times leads to the characterization of path amplitudes as log-Normally distributed although

its relation to the PLC network topology is not articulated.

As stated earlier, impedance discontinuities in the PLNs lead to the multipath prop-

agation phenomenon. Impedance of the electrical loads and the branching are the main

causes of impedance discontinuities in PLC networks. The significance of the impact of the

impedance discontinuity on the transmit signal may only be revealed by having an exact

knowledge of the impedances at the corresponding discontinuity locations. Possession of

this information is very unlikely considering the variety of electrical loads with different

impedance characteristics that can be connected to the medium as well as the differences in

PLC network topologies leading to different branching structures. Therefore, considering

these two parameters as the high-level attributes of the PLC communication medium and

approaching the problem by employing statistical tools seem to be appropriate. As men-

tioned earlier, this will help us reach more general conclusions regarding the performance

of communication systems by avoiding network-specific analysis.

As a result of the multipath propagation, received signal in power line communication

systems consists of the replicas of the transmit signal. Among these received replicas,

knowledge on the first arriving path behavior is important since it reaches the receiver with
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the highest power level making it more detectable for receivers. This basically results from

the relatively low frequency-and-distance dependent attenuation and the less number of

reflections experienced along the propagation path in comparison with the other arriving

paths. Stemming from this fact, first arriving path will be considered as the case study

and most of the analysis will be focused on its statistics. However, other path statistics as

well as some considerations will be touched upon towards end of the section. To sum up,

objectives of the study can be listed as follows:

• Understanding the statistics of the paths in PLC networks with a particular emphasis

on the first arriving path as well as discussing the impact of finite bandwidth on these

statistics.

• Articulating the impact of PLC network attributes on path statistics. Number of

branches between transmitter and receiver and number of branches that extend out

a branching node are among these network attributes.

5.2 Multipath Propagation and Analysis of the First Arriving Path

In this section, first some mathematical background on the multipath propagation in

PLC channels will be given. Next, the discussion will be extended to the analysis of the

first arriving path.

5.2.1 Multipath in PLC Channels

When a signal is transmitted on power line conductors, the signal at the receiver consists

of attenuated, delayed, and phase-shifted replicas of the transmit signal. If the total number

of replicas is considered to be limited to N , a complete characterization of the PLC channel

can be given by its channel frequency response (CFR) as follows: [69]

H(f) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
A(f, di)exp(−j2πfτi), (5.1)
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where Γ and T correspond to the reflection and transmission coefficients along the prop-

agation path, respectively, A(f, di) means the frequency-and-distance dependent path loss

stemming from the physical characteristics of the cable, and exp(−j2πfτi) refers to the

phase of the ith component due to the time delay. Finally, K and M represent the number

of reflection and transmission coefficients experienced by the propagating signal along a

particular path denoted by the subscript i.

If the term A(f, d) is ignored in order to solely focus on the characteristics of the physical

operating environment of the PLC systems, (5.1) reduces to the following form:

H(f) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
exp(−j2πfτi), (5.2)

If fast Fourier transform (FFT) operation is applied to the CFR, channel impulse re-

sponse (CIR) is obtained as follows:

h(τ) =
N∑

i=0

[ K∏

k=1

Γik

M∏

m=1

Tim

]
δ(t− τi), (5.3)

where multiplication of Γ and T in (5.3) is referred as the reflection factor (|ri|ejθi) of

a particular propagation path. As can be seen clearly, computation of reflection factor

plays an important role in the characterization of PLC channels. With this observation,

its characterization along the direct path (i = 0) is essential for understanding the first

arriving path. A more detailed look at the reflection factor in PLNs can be found in [113].

5.2.2 Analysis of the First Arriving Path

Analysis of the first arriving path starts by having a closer look at the PLC network

structure. A more detailed look into this structure, characterized with some highlevel

attributes, is given in Fig. 5.1.

As can be seen, the direct propagation path between transmitter and receiver operating

on a PLC system consists of several branching nodes that are represented by the letter n in
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Figure 5.1 Analysis of the first arriving path.

the figure. These branches extending from each branching node (n) may be terminated by

an electrical load or lead to another branching node depending upon the network structure.

Note that the reflection factor of the first arriving path (|r0|ejθ0) is composed of only

the transmission coefficients (T ′s) experienced along the direct path stemming from the

impedance discontinuities at the branching nodes. So, calculating T ′s is sufficient in order

to characterize the reflection factor of the first arriving path.

A branching node is depicted in Fig. 5.2 in which the characteristic impedance of the

branches are labeled with the letter Z ′s. According to transmission line theory, reflection

and transmission coefficients at a branching node are expressed by considering parallel

connections of extended branches as follows [112]:

Γ =
(Z1//Z2//...//Zz)− Z0

(Z1//Z2//...//Zz) + Z0
and T = Γ + 1, (5.4)

In case the impedance of all the branches are equal to each other (Z0), then (5.4) becomes

Γ =
2− z

z
and T =

2
z
, (5.5)

where z refers to the total number of branches extending from a particular branching node.

Referring back to Fig. 5.1, assuming that the transmitter and receiver are matched to

the impedance of the corresponding characteristic impedance of the cable for the sake of
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Figure 5.2 Reflection at a branching node.

simplicity, |r0|ejθ0 is composed of multiplication of x transmission coefficients as follows:

|r0|ejθ0 =
2
n1

2
n2

...
2
nx

=
2x

n1 ∗ n2 ∗ ... ∗ nx
(5.6)

where ni (i = 1, 2, ..., x)1 is the number of paths extending from a branching node including

the path on which the incident signal propagates. Note that the phase term θ of the

reflection factor is 0 for this particular case since ni can not be a complex number, i.e.

|r0|ejθ0 = |r0|.
In light of the discussion presented in the beginning of the chapter, ni’s and x can be

considered as the two of the high-level attributes of the PLC channel. Stemming from this

fact, |r0| given by (5.6) is indeed a random variable (RV). Our initial observations will be

on the first and second order statistics of this RV. If the natural logarithm of both sides

of (5.6) is considered

Y = ln(|r0|) = x ln 2−
x∑

i=1

ln ni (5.7)

Upon this mathematical manipulation, it is easy to see that Y is an RV with the following

mean, µ and variance, σ2:

µ = x ln 2−
x∑

i=1

E[ln(ni)] and σ2 =
x∑

i=1

V ar[ln(ni)] (5.8)

1Note that the letter n is used for referring both the branching node itself and the number of branches
extending from it.
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Several probability density functions (PDFs) can considered in order to characterize the

randomness in ni’s. If ni’s are assumed to be identically uniformly distributed discrete RV

denoted by n dropping the subscript i over [a,b] 2, then

µ = x ln 2− xE[ln(n)]

=
−x

b− a + 1
ln

( b!
(a− 1)!

)
+ x ln 2 (5.9)

σ2 = xV ar[ln(n)]

= xE[(ln(n))2]− xE[(ln(n))]2 (5.10)

Some important observations can be made regarding µ and σ2 at this point.

µ and σ2 has the following characteristics:

• µ is monotonically decreasing function of x for a, b ≥ 3

• σ2 is monotonically increasing function of x for a, b ≥ 3

Proof of the observations can be given as follows. The derivative of µ with respect to x

is given by

dµ

dx
=

−1
b− a + 1

ln
( b!

(a− 1)!

)
+ ln 2 (5.11)

In order to make sure that a branching exists at a branching node a and b must be equal

to or greater than 3. Considering this fact it is easy to see that

( b!
(a− 1)!

) 1
b−a+1

> 2 (5.12)

Reasoning in (5.12) naturally proposes that (5.11) must be negative. Since
dµ

dx
< 0 for

a, b ≥ 3 , µ is a monotonically decreasing function of x.
2This is also denoted as U[a,b] where U means uniform distribution. Note also that 3 is the minimum

number that n, hence a and b can assume in order to make sure that a branching in a branching node takes
place.
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In a similar fashion, the derivative of σ2 with respect to x is given by

dσ2

dx
= E[(ln(n))2]− E[(ln(n))]2 (5.13)

(5.13) is equal to the variance of the RV ln(n). Variance of an RV is always positive.

Since
dσ2

dx
> 0 for a, b ≥ 3 , σ2 is a monotonically increasing function of x.

Mean and variance values of Y which were obtained through simulation and analytical

derivation are presented in Figures 5.3 and 5.4 if n is assumed to be uniformly distributed

over [3,6]. As can be seen clearly, the mean value of Y decreases with increasing x, whereas

its variance increases as x is increased which is in good agreement with the claims proposed

above.
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Figure 5.3 Mean of Y with different values of x.

Note that the denominator of (5.6) is composed of the multiplication of RVs. Multi-

plication of RVs can be approximated with log-Normal PDF according to the central limit

theorem for products of RVs [114]. However, each of the ni’s appearing in the denominator

can only take discrete values coming from a discrete distribution due to the homogeneous

network structure assumption. The log-Normal approximation, hence the use of central
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Figure 5.4 Variance of Y with different values of x.

limit theorem for discrete type of RVs should be carefully thought. Although the cumu-

lative distribution function (CDF) of the logarithm of (5.6) is supposed to appear as a

staircase function approaching the CDF of a Normal distribution, the probabilities in gen-

eral are unrelated to the Normal density with some exceptions for some particular type of

RVs [114]. Subsequently, our objective will be the investigation of the conditions in which

the log-Normal approximation as a result of the central limit theorem for the product of

RVs can be employed. Note that the log-Normal approximation, if validated, considerably

simplifies the analysis of PLC networks.

Having a homogeneous PLC medium is physically very difficult even though the same

type of cable is used throughout the network due to the variety of factors that affect the

characteristic impedance. If we were to continue with the homogeneity assumption, a

deviation term which implies the minor changes of impedances across the branching nodes

can be considered to be more practical. This way, the impedance of a branch which was

assumed to equal Z0 can now be assumed to be Z0 + de, where de denotes the deviation

from Z0. Similar to the previous case, several assumptions can be made regarding the
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characteristics of de. Treating de as a uniformly distributed RV over a range which can be

considered as a very small fraction of Z0 guarantees reflection factor |r0| to be a continuous

RV. However, the expression for |r0| can not be simplified as (5.6) since the impedances

appearing at the branches extending from a particular branching node are different from

each other by a value de characterized as a uniformly distributed RV. Similarly, its first and

second order statistics will not be as straightforward as it used to be in (5.9) and (5.10) since

it includes averaging over a more complicated mathematical expression stemming from the

parallel connection consideration of the branches as outlined by (5.4). However, they can

be obtained through simulations. To summarize, we will be investigating if the following

approximation is valid or not

|r0| = T1 ∗ T2 ∗ ... ∗ Tx ≈ eY (5.14)

where recall that Ti’s are the transmission coefficients at corresponding branching nodes

and Y is an RV characterized with the Normal PDF.

Prior to the investigation of the first and second order statistics of |r0|, KolmogorovS-

mirnov (KS) test will be performed in order to verify the Gaussianity assumption presented

in (5.14). In order to verify this assumption, a simulation has been performed by assuming

Z0 and de to be 50Ω and a uniformly distributed RV over [−1Ω,1Ω], respectively. In KS

goodness-of-fit test, the following distance measure is taken into consideration

D = maxx|F (x)− FN (x)| (5.15)

where F (x) and FN (x) are the CDF of the empirical data and the CDF of the theoretical

Normal distribution, respectively.

In order to quantify the statistics of the underlying process, the following hypotheses

test was performed:

H1 : Y is a Normal RV

and
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H2 : Y is not a Normal RV

recall that Y is defined as the logarithm of the multiplication of the corresponding trans-

mission coefficients Ti’s as outlined by (4.7) and (5.14)

Y = ln(|r0|) = ln(
x∏

i=1

Ti) (5.16)

Results of the KS goodness-of-fit for Y are shown in Fig. 5.5 with the significance level

α equals 0.05. Note that the vertical and horizontal axes refer to the p-value obtained from

the test and the number of branching nodes (x), respectively. The values of p shown in

Fig. 5.5 were obtained by averaging the results of 100 trails, each with 10000 samples.

Being a two-tailed test, the following condition p > α/2 must be satisfied in order

to accept H1. As can be clearly seen from the figure, x as low as 7 is sufficient for the

acceptance of H1.

As mentioned previously, theoretical derivation of the mean and variance of Y for net-

works whose cable impedance is defined as Z0 + de is not a simple task. However, Monte

Carlo simulations can be employed in order to overcome this difficulty. Indeed, this same

reasoning can be applied to networks with heterogeneous structure if the cable impedances

can be characterized with a particular PDF. This heterogeneity will be introduced by ma-

nipulating the statistics of de in this study by assuming it to be uniformly distributed over

a larger range than the previous case. Figures 5.6 and 5.7 show the mean and variance

of Y (logarithm of the reflection factor) when Z0 and de are assumed to be 50Ω and uni-

formly distributed over [−25Ω,25Ω], respectively. This corresponds to a PLN in which the

characteristic impedance of the cables takes some value between 25Ω and 75Ω according to
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Figure 5.5 Results of KS test for the verification of Gaussianity assumption with Z0=50Ω
and de=U[−1Ω,1Ω].

uniform distribution. If least squared error (LSE) based line fitting is adopted, the mean

and variance of Y are related to the number of branching nodes x with the following two

equations:

µ = −0.822x− 9.23x10−5 (5.17)

σ2 = 0.086x− 0.00237 (5.18)

Although the first and the second order statistics cannot be expressed in the same

way as in (5.9) and (5.10), claims presented above regarding µ and σ2 still hold. Results

presented in (5.17) and (5.18) carries significant importance considering the simulation of

PLC channels with unknown network structure. If the PLC communication environment

is not known except for some high-level attributes, the amplitude of the first arriving path

can be characterized with the log-Normal distribution as shown in Fig. 5.5. The mean
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Figure 5.6 Mean of Y with Z0=50Ω and de=U[−25Ω,25Ω].

and variance of the log-Normal distribution can be extracted by adopting Monte Carlo

simulations. This simplifies the analysis of the communications systems to be employed on

PLC networks since the statistics of the signal is very often used in order to evaluate their

efficiency.

In the above example, these two parameters are extracted for a particular case; however,

this methodology along with the log-Normal approximation may be easily used for other

cases in which characteristic impedances assume different PDFs as well. The most striking

outcome of this log-Normal approximation is the avoidance of network specific results. Upon

this approximation, all networks whose attributes are defined with the above-mentioned

statistics can be incorporated into the performance analysis which can be carried out prior

to system deployment process.
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Figure 5.7 Variance of Y with Z0=50Ω and de=U[−25Ω,25Ω].

Our next objective will be investigating the relation between the number of branches

extending from a branching node and the mean and variance of Y . This investigation will

be based on increasing the maximum number of branch that may extend out a branching

node while keeping the number of branching nodes (x) fixed. Recall from (5.9) that this

number is denoted as b. The results of the simulations when b is varied from 6 to 10 are

shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. Similar to x, increase in b gives rise to a decrease in the

mean and an increase in the variance of Y . This proposes that when two different PLC

environment structures are considered with the same number of branching nodes (x), the

environment in which more branches are expected to extend out from each branching nodes

yields lower mean and higher variance for the log-Normal approximation.
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Figure 5.8 Mean of Y with Z0=50Ω and de=U[−25Ω,25Ω] when the number of branches
are U[3,x− axis] and the number of nodes (x) is assumed to be 10.

Upon articulating the relation between attributes of PLC network topology and statis-

tics of the first arriving path, statistics regarding other paths as well as the assumptions

considered in the analysis will be clearly presented in the subsequent section.

5.3 Discussion

In this study, the log-Normal approximation for the statistics of the first arriving path in

particular has been tested and validated by employing KS goodness-of-fit test, the impact

of the network structure on the first and second order statistics (mean and variance) of

this approximation is investigated. To sum up, adopting the log-Normal PDF in order to

characterize the statistics of the first arriving path:

• Determine the high-level attributes of the PLC environment. Number of branch-

ing nodes between the transmitter-receiver pairs, statistics regarding the number of
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Figure 5.9 Variance of Y with Z0=50Ω and de=U[−25Ω,25Ω] when the number of branches
are U[3,x− axis] and the number of nodes (x) is assumed to be 10.

branches extending from branching nodes, and statistics of the cable impedances con-

stitute these high level attributes for the first arriving path.

• Determine the mean and variance of the reflection factor |r0| considering the high-

level attributes of the communication medium. This process may include Monte Carlo

simulations.

• Approximate |r0| with the log-Normal PDF having mean and variance obtained from

the previous step.

So far, statistics of the strongest path in PLC environment has been the focal point

of the discussion. In addition to the reception of the first path, a number of paths from

other reflection points is received by the receiver as indicated by (5.3). The log-Normality

assumption to define the statistics of these paths should hold as well especially when the
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presence of only resistive loads or open circuit condition at the termination points 3 are

considered since the reflection factor of each of these paths again include the multiplication

of several reflection and transmission coefficients. Although they can be approximated as

log-Normal RVs, the correlation between these RVs (amplitudes of the paths arriving at

different instances of time) should always be kept in mind. This correlation among the

paths results from common impedance discontinuities that are seen while traveling towards

the receiver.

The final remark that is worth mentioning at this point is regarding the bandwidth

assumption or time resolution of the CIR. It must be noted that in our analysis, the band-

width was assumed to be infinite which led to the resolution of each and every multipath

component individually along the delay axis of CIR. If the symbol duration is considered

to be limited with a finite value (finite bandwidth), the receiver observes the vectorial ad-

dition of the multipath components that fall into one symbol duration [47]. The number

of multipath components that are vectorially added at the receiver depends on both the

bandwidth and the network topology. As an extreme case, if the delay of the latest arriving

multipath component, which is N in (5.3), is small compared to the duration of a sym-

bol, the resultant received signal is the vectorial combination of N multipath components

whose statistics are defined with log-Normal PDFs. Fortunately, some methods are already

present in the literature to approximate addition of correlated log-Normal RVs by another

log-Normal RV [127, 128].
3Note that open circuit assumption corresponds to the worst-case scenario from the perspective of mul-

tipath propagation.
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5.4 Concluding Remarks

Design and performance evaluation of communication systems are carried out consid-

ering the statistics of the arriving paths. In this regard, statistics of the paths in PLC

environments defined by some high-level attributes were the focus of this study with a par-

ticular emphasis on the first arriving path. Upon investigating the statistical behavior of the

first arriving path, the statistical characterization of other paths was discussed briefly. The

most significant outcome of this chapter is that the first arriving path as well as the other

paths in PLC systems can be approximated with a log-Normal distribution (eY where Y is

a Normal RV) for both heterogeneous and homogeneous networks upon an introduction of

a characteristic impedance deviation parameter, namely de. It was proved by employing KS

goodness-of-fit test that the number of branching nodes between transmitter-receiver pairs

could be as low as 7 with a significance level of α 0.05 for the validity of this approximation.

Mean and variance are the two parameters that are sufficient to characterize a Normal,

hence a log-Normal RV. The relation between these two parameters of Y and the high-level

attributes of the PLC environment was elaborated by considering the first arriving path as

a case study. Upon investigation, following conclusions were reached:

• The mean of Y decreases with increasing number of branching nodes (denoted as x

in the simulations) while the variance increases.

• When the maximum number of branches that extend out a branching node, denoted

as b in the simulations, is increased, mean of Y decreases while the variance increases.

As a final note, our analysis was performed by assuming the availability of infinite

bandwidth. However, it was pointed out that findings concluded with this assumption
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can be easily generalized for finite bandwidth case by considering the vectorial addition of

individual multipath components.
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CHAPTER 6

HANDLING BURSTY IMPULSIVE NOISE IN OFDM

6.1 Introduction

A set of orthogonal subcarriers are transmitted in parallel in orthogonal frequency di-

vision multiplexing (OFDM). Simplification of equalization and efficient implementation

through fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) operations

are considered to be the primary advantages of OFDM modulation. Combining these ad-

vantages with the demand for higher data rates, which requires the design of communication

systems that must combat with severe inter-symbol interference (ISI), makes OFDM a very

promising technology for a variety of communication media such as wireless and power line.

Both wireless and power line communication (PLC) environments are often characterized by

a type of interference with impulsive nature which is referred to as “impulsive noise”. Pho-

tocopiers, printers, microwave ovens, hair dryers , etc. are among the sources of impulsive

noise in wireless communication channels [62]. Similarly, electrical devices connected to the

power line network are the main reason behind impulsive interference in PLC systems [108].

Each of these aforementioned sources generate impulsive noise with a unique pattern (mostly

periodic with Alternating Current (AC) mains cycle) whose statistics have been the sub-

ject of several publications [62, 68, 129]. Besides these unintentional sources of impulsive

noise, it can be generated intentionally to jam OFDM signals. Bernoulli–Gaussian [130] and

Middleton Class-A [131] are the most frequently used models to describe impulsive noise in

the literature for analysis purposes. In spite of being frequently used, it should be noted

that these models are memoryless and become insufficient in representing the bursty nature

of impulsive noise [67]. Gated Gaussian noise model, in which the sum of additive white
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Gaussian noise (AWGN) and another Gaussian component with a higher variance is consid-

ered, is one of the solutions to take bursty nature of impulsive noise into account [132–134].

Markov model along with a persistence parameter which signifies memory of the channel

is another way of taking more realistic impulsive noise structure into account as discussed

in [67].

Considering the current communication trend, it is obvious that robustness of OFDM

systems against impulsive interference should be maintained. There are several publications

in the literature proposing solutions for mitigating impact of impulsive noise on OFDM. A

decision directed impulsive noise mitigation technique is proposed in [132]. A compensa-

tion technique based on some operations performed in the frequency domain is introduced

in [135]. An impulsive noise cancellation technique that exploits the presence of pilot tones

is given in [136]. Iterative decoding based solutions are available as well [137–140]. Re-

gardless of the impulsive noise model considered, it is a well-known fact that impact of

impulsive noise on OFDM could be detrimental once its power exceeds a certain thresh-

old since FFT operation at the receiver spreads its effect over the entire OFDM symbol

block [130]. Detecting and blanking (or nulling) the samples corrupted with impulsive noise

at the receiver prior to FFT operation is one of the straightforward solutions to diminish its

adverse impact [66, and references therein]. Although this fact is brought to the attention

of the reader in most of these aforementioned studies, its relation to the OFDM receiver

and algorithm performance is not discussed any further. In addition to this, the emphasis

in most of these studies is given on memoryless impulsive noise models.

This chapter deals with the analytical evaluation and mitigation of bursty impulsive

noise effects on OFDM signals under the influence of frequency selective communication

channel assuming that the receiver performs nulling prior to FFT. Note that nulling proce-

dure implemented at the receiver distorts orthogonality among the subcarriers and gives rise

to inter-carrier interference (ICI). In brevity, harmful impact of impulsive noise is avoided

at the cost of ICI. Further processing stages may be required in order to cope with the

emerging ICI and enhance the OFDM receiver performance. Before these stages, the im-
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pact of nulling on OFDM signals as a result of impulsive noise with bursty nature must be

understood. Indeed, analysis of the emerging ICI upon nulling in AWGN channels only for

memoryless impulsive noise models without any consideration of bursty structure is given

earlier in [66, 141]. Analysis given in this chapter is to be applicable to both memoryless

and bursty impulsive noise scenarios with the consideration of frequency selective channel.

Sample replacement based iterative technique is one of the proposed solutions for han-

dling impulsive noise in OFDM [138–140]. We analytically analyze this technique in relation

to the nulling operation for the first time in the literature. In addition, we present a succes-

sive detection technique for compensating the impact of bursty impulsive noise on OFDM

signals. Performance of these techniques is to be articulated by observing bit error rate

(BER) figures along with their computational complexities. The key contributions and

distinctions of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• A detailed analysis of the ICI that emerges upon nulling in OFDM receivers operating

in impulsive noise environments under the influence of frequency selective channel is

given. The main distinction of our work from [66, 141] is the incorporation of bursty

impulsive noise and frequency selective channel model into the analysis. Note also

that these previous studies only analyze the impact of nulling on OFDM signals in

memoryless impulsive noise environments without touching upon the next stages of

the receiver. In this respect, this chapter also studies the subsequent stages of the

receiver upon nulling and carries out a detailed performance analysis setting the main

distinction of this chapter from other publications available in the literature.

• Mathematical evaluation of the sample replacement based iterative technique pro-

posed in [138–140] in relation to the nulling operation is carried out.

• Alternative to the sample replacement based iterative technique, we apply successive

symbol detection technique to our case and demonstrate its superior performance

along with relevant discussions.
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• In case both techniques fail to provide satisfactory performance, a new transmission

scheme that is based on ICI reduction is introduced at the expense of reduced data

rate (or spectral underutilization).

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 gives the system model. Impact of

nulling on OFDM signals that suffer from frequency selective communication channel is

analyzed in Section 6.3. Section 6.4.1 provides the details of replacement based iterative

technique. Successive detection technique is introduced in Section 6.4.2. Section 6.5 presents

the numerical results. Finally, the concluding remarks are given in Section 6.6.

6.2 System Model

The system model is illustrated in Fig. 6.1. The baseband OFDM signal can be written

as

s(n) =
1√
N

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)ej2πkn/N , −NG ≤ n ≤ N − 1 (6.1)

where N is the number of subcarriers, NG is the length of cyclic prefix (CP), S(k) cor-

responds to the information-bearing symbol on the kth carrier. It is assumed that S(k),

k ∈ [0,N-1], are complex random variables (RVs) with E[S(k)] = 0 and E[S(k)S?(m)] =

δ(k − m). Here E[·] is the expectation operator and δ(·) denotes the Kronecker’s delta

function.

Time domain OFDM symbol passes through communication channel and suffers from

impulsive noise with bursty nature. Received signal samples, r(n), can be expressed as

r(n) = h(l, n) ? s(n) + n(n), (6.2)

where h(l, n) is the time varying communication channel impulse response, n(n) corresponds

to the impulsive noise process, and ? refers to the convolution process. The same expression
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Figure 6.1 OFDM symbol disturbed by bursty impulsive noise.

can be written in a more explicit way as follows:

r(n) =
1√
L

L−1∑

l=0

h(l, n)s(n− l) + n(n)

=
1√
N

1√
L

N−1∑

k=0

L−1∑

l=0

h(l, n)S(k)ej2πk(n−l)/N + n(n), (6.3)

where L is the number of channel taps. Samples that are corrupted with the impulsive

interference in the received signal, r(n), are detected and nulled before FFT operation at

the receiver so that impulsive noise power being spread over all frequency domain symbols

is avoided. Assume that y(n) is obtained upon nulling operation,

y(n) =





r(n) n /∈ Z

0 n ∈ Z
(6.4)

where Z refers to a set that holds sample indexes corrupted with impulsive noise. As a

direct consequence of the IFFT operation at the transmitter, demodulation at the receiver

is realized by applying FFT on y(n). Selecting length of the CP, NG, larger than the

maximum excess delay of the communication channel avoids ISI. Assuming perfect time
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synchronization, output of the OFDM demodulator upon CP removal can be written as

Y (k) =
1√
N

N−1∑

n=0

y(n)e−j2πkn/N , 0 ≤ k ≤ N − 1 (6.5)

A rough description of the system model is given in this section without going into

details of the operations performed at the receiver side in order to avoid the detrimental

impact of impulsive noise. These details are to be discussed subsequently.

6.3 Analysis of the Nulling Operation at the Receiver

Since nulling is the first stage of the receiver its impact on OFDM signals must be

well understood so that performance enhancement in any subsequent receiver stages can be

guaranteed. Stemming from the lack of analysis in the literature of this operation on OFDM

systems under the influence of both frequency selective channel and bursty impulsive noise,

this section aims at enlightening the outcome of nulling as a result of bursty impulsive

noise. In this letter, we assume that samples that are corrupted with the impulsive noise

are known, or estimated, by the receiver 1. If the communication channel is assumed to be

time invariant over the duration of OFDM symbol, then h(l, n) = h(l). In the absence of

background noise (discussion regarding background noise is to be carried out later), samples

that are pushed into FFT block after nulling at the receiver can be represented by

y(n) =
1√
N

1√
L

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)
[ L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(n−l)/N −
K∑

i=1

L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(zi−l)/Nδ(n− zi)
]
, (6.6)

1Estimation of the samples corrupted with impulsive noise (or Z in (6.4)) is out of this chapter’s scope.
Aim of this section is to enlighten what processing techniques can be employed so as to further enhance the
receiver performance after corrupted samples of the OFDM symbol are successfully estimated and nulled.
Some estimation techniques are readily available in the literature such as [142, 143].
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where zi holds the information regarding K number of indexes in total extending from 0 to

N − 1 that are nulled. Applying FFT on y(n) in order to demodulate the data results in

Y (m) =
1
N

1√
L

N−1∑

n=0

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)
[ L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(n−l)/N

−
K∑

i=1

L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(zi−l)/Nδ(n− zi)
]
e−j2πmn/N

=
1
N

1√
L

L−1∑

l=0

h(l)
N−1∑

k=0

S(k)e−j2πkl/N
N−1∑

n=0

ej2πn(k−m)/N

− 1
N

1√
L

L−1∑

l=0

h(l)
N−1∑

k=0

S(k)e−j2πkl/N
K∑

i=1

N−1∑

n=0

ej2π(zik−mn)/Nδ(n− zi)

=
N −K

N
S(m)H(m)− 1

N

K∑

i=1

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

S(k)H(k)ej2πzi(k−m)/N , (6.7)

If K consecutive samples starting with the sample index x0 are nulled at the receiver as

given in the system model described in Section 6.2, then it is possible to write the obtained

signal upon nulling in a more clear expression than (6.7) by using geometric series expansion:

Y (m) =
N −K

N
S(m)H(m)− 1

N

K∑

i=1

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

S(k)H(k)ej2πzi(k−m)/N

= S(m)H(m)− 1
N

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)H(k)
x0+K−1∑

z=x0

ej2πz(k−m)/N

= S(m)H(m)− 1
N

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)H(k)
sin(π(k −m)K/N)
sin(π(k −m)/N)

ejπ(k−m)(K−1+2x0)/N

=
N −K

N
S(m)H(m)− 1

N

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

S(k)H(k)I(k −m), (6.8)

where I(x) =
sin(πxK/N)
sin(πx/N)

ejπx(K−1+2x0)/N .

Remark I: Note that nulling some of the samples of the received OFDM symbol gives

rise to the following two phenomena: reduction in the power of the useful symbol and the

loss of subcarrier orthogonality, hence ICI each weighted with their corresponding channel

frequency response (CFR) coefficients. In the analysis given above, noise is considered to be
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absent for mathematical clarity. However, it must be incorporated into the analysis while

expressing signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR). Note that variance of the noise is

also changed by nulling and FFT operations. Assume that variance of the complex AWGN

affecting N − K time domain samples prior to nulling and FFT operation is N0. Thus,

the instantaneous SINR experienced by the mth subcarrier upon these operations at the

receiver is an RV defined by the following ratio:

SINRm =

∣∣∣N −K

N
H(m)

∣∣∣
2

1
N2

∑
k=0,k 6=m

∣∣∣H(k)
sin(π(k −m)K/N)
sin(π(k −m)/N)

∣∣∣
2
+

N −K

N
N0

(6.9)

As a special case, for AWGN channel in which all channel coefficients are equal to unity,

SINR at the mth subcarrier is given by

SINRm =

(N −K

N

)2

K(N −K)
N2

+
N −K

N
N0

=
N −K

K + NN0
(6.10)

Remark II: Another observation is that the neighboring carriers are expected to play

the major role in the ICI that a particular symbol suffers from especially for large values of

K/N . This can be verified by looking into average power per carrier contributed to the total

ICI that can be computed by averaging the instantaneous ICI power values over channel

realizations. So, the contribution coming from kth subcarrier to the mth subcarrier can be

expressed as:

P (k) =
1

N2

sin2(π(k −m)K/N)
sin2(π(k −m)/N)

u
sin2(π(k −m)K/N)

π2(k −m)2
, (6.11)

Fig. 6.2 shows the ICI contribution coming from subcarriers within an OFDM symbol

block for a particular value of m. As can be clearly seen, contribution coming from the

neighboring subcarriers becomes more dominant as K increases. For instance, more than

70% of total ICI power stems from the adjacent subcarriers for K = 25 when total number

of subcarriers N is considered to be 64. It must be emphasized that the ratio K/N plays a
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more significant role in the power contribution rather than the sole values of N and K as

can be seen from (6.11).
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Figure 6.2 ICI power contribution versus carrier index for N = 64 with normalized unity
power value.

Remark III: Employing matrix representation, (6.8) can be alternatively expressed as:

Y = HS , (6.12)

where Y is an Nx1 vector representing the frequency domain symbols obtained upon nulling,

S denotes the Nx1 vector of frequency domain transmit symbols, and H is an non–diagonal

NxN matrix accounting for the impact of nulling at the receiver as well as the wireless

communication channel on S. The first row of H is given below as an example:

H (1, :) =
[
N −K

N
H(0) −I(1)H(1) · · · −I(N − 1)H(N − 1)

]
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It is usually believed that the following equality should hold so that every symbol in S

can be demodulated.

H H (HH H )†H = I , (6.13)

where (·)† and (·)H are the pseudoinverse and complex conjugate operators, respectively. If

H is a full rank matrix, then (6.13) is correct.

With the matrix notation employed for our case, H is a non invertible and rank deficient

matrix with the rank equal to N − K, hence does not satisfy (6.13). In spite of the fact

that H is rank deficient, each and every symbol S(k), k ∈ [0,N-1], can still be uniquely

demodulated.

We will first show why H is rank deficient and then explain why each symbol is still

uniquely identifiable. We adopt AWGN assumption in the remainder of discussion in which

H(k) = 1, k ∈ [0,N-1]; however, frequency selective channel case is also applicable. Ex-

pressing (6.12) in a more explicit way:

Y = HS = FFH
z S , (6.14)

where F is the Fourier matrix and FH
z refers to the inverse Fourier matrix whose K rows

are nulled in order to reject impulsive noise power into the OFDM demodulator. Note that

if no impulsive noise is present in the environment, FH
z = FH making H an identity matrix.

Since FH
z has K number of its rows equal to 0, it has N −K nonzero singular values, hence

a rank of N −K. The following equality must hold since F is a full rank matrix:

Rank(H ) = Rank(FFH
z ) = Rank(FH

z ) (6.15)

This proves that H is a rank deficient matrix, hence non invertible with a rank value of

N − K. However, this fact does not imply the identifiability of only N − K symbols in

S . Let us split H into two matrices, H1 and H2 . H1 holds the diagonal values of H in its

diagonal with all other remaining elements equal 0, whereas H2 has the remaining values
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with 0′s along its diagonal. So,

Y = HS = H1S + H2S , (6.16)

note that the first term holds the information regarding the desired term, whereas the

second term in the equation refers to the undesired term, i.e. ICI. ICI term in (6.16) which

is seen as a sum of RVs is usually assumed as Gaussian in the literature considering the

validity of central limit theorem for large classes of variables especially for large N . It is also

worth mentioning that Gaussian assumption as additive noise corresponds to the worst case

scenario from channel capacity standpoint [144, page 337]. With this assumption adopted,

H2S can be thought of an error term, ε, defined with zero mean Gaussian RV whose variance

is equal to K(N−K)/N2 as can be seen from (6.10). So, our problem turns into identifying

N symbols in an AWGN channel as follows:

Y = H1S + ε, (6.17)

since H1 is invertible and satisfies equalizability condition, each and every S(k), k ∈ [0,N-1]

can be uniquely demodulated with a certain probability that depends on the modulation

order and K. This is an important observation considering the applicability of the techniques

that are to be discussed subsequently. As a final note for frequency selective channel,

symbol identifiability is still applicable given the condition that H(k) 6= 0, k ∈ [0,N-1].

Obviously, this condition is not related to the nulling operation and must be satisfied for

any conventional OFDM receiver as pointed out in [145]. Indeed, this observation that

relates rank deficiency to unique symbol identifiability was discussed earlier in a different

context in the literature as well [146].

The bottom line in this remark is that no symbol is lost at the receiver due to the nulling

operation although nulling gives rise to the appearance of a rank deficient channel matrix

with a rank value of N−K. In spite of the fact that channel matrix H has the rank value of

N −K, all symbols can still be uniquely demodulated. Although zero forcing equalizer can
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not be used to eliminate all ICI at once due to the rank deficiency problem, this does not

impose any constraint on the applicability of any other ICI cancellation techniques to be

discussed in the forthcoming sections. Implication of this observation is very important in

the sense that it is possible to further enhance the receiver performance for a total number

of N symbols without any symbol loss if a technique can be employed in order to eliminate

the emerging ICI.

In this respect, remainder of the section is dedicated to the discussion of techniques that

are used to tackle the emerging ICI as a result of bursty impulsive noise effect. First, we will

articulate a technique named “sample replacement based iterative cancellation technique”

that was previously proposed in the literature (not in this detail though), next we will

discuss our proposed scheme.

6.4 OFDM Receiver Stages After Nulling

6.4.1 Sample Replacement Based Iterative Cancellation Technique

This technique was previously proposed in [138–140]. We will apply this technique to

our case and compare its performance with the technique that we propose in the next

section. In the first stage of the receiver, samples corrupted with the impulsive noise are

nulled. Subsequently, iterative decoding is employed replacing these nulled samples by some

values that are obtained upon equalization, demodulation, and modulation processes. The

replacement procedure in the absence of noise for the nulled samples can be mathematically

expressed as:

y(n) =
1√
N

1√
L

N−1∑

k=0

S(k)
[ L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(n−l)/N −
K∑

i=1

L−1∑

l=0

h(l)ej2πk(zi−l)/Nδ(n− zi)
]

+
K∑

i=1

riδ(n− zi), (6.18)
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where ri’s correspond to the values replacing the samples of the OFDM symbol that are

nulled in the first stage. Applying FFT on y(n) and using the results from Section 6.3,

Y (m) =
N −K

N
S(m)H(m)− 1

N

K∑

i=1

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

S(k)H(k)ej2πzi(k−m)/N

+
1√
N

K∑

i=1

rie
−j2πzim/N , (6.19)

In the iterative decoding technique considered, ri’s are supposed to correspond to some

particular samples (whose indexes are indicated by zi’s) of IFFT of the frequency domain

symbols estimated from the nulled received waveform and convolved with the channel re-

sponse. So,

ri =
1√
N

1√
L

L−1∑

l=0

N−1∑

k=0

K∑

i=1

h(l)Ŝ(k)ej2πk(n−l)/Nδ(n− zi), (6.20)

After plugging this into (6.19), Y (m) becomes

Y (m) =
N −K

N
S(m)H(m) +

K

N
Ŝ(m)H(m)

− 1
N

K∑

i=1

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

(
S(k)− Ŝ(k)

)
H(k)ej2πzi(k−m)/N , (6.21)

Note that the ICI term in (6.21) vanishes for the case Ŝ(m) = S(m) which implies that

all the symbols are estimated correctly. Note also that (6.7) is a special case of (6.21) for

Ŝ(m) = 0. Similar to the analysis performed in Section 6.3, if the impulsive noise has a

bursty nature occupying a certain amount of samples over the OFDM symbol (K samples

starting with the sample index x0), Y (m) in the iterations can be alternatively expressed

as

Y (m) = S(m)H(m)− K

N
E(m)H(m)− 1

N

N−1∑

k=0,k 6=m

E(k)H(k)I(k −m), (6.22)
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where E(x) = S(x) − Ŝ(x). It is worth noting that this replacement based technique is

analogous to parallel interference cancellation (PIC) since the tentative hard decisions are

subtracted from the received symbols simultaneously in parallel [147]. Due to this fact,

a number of iterations before attaining the targeted performance merit can be required.

In addition, performance is expected to deteriorate significantly especially for high K/N

values since it does not consider any ordering among the interfering sources. All of these

shortcomings can be addressed by employing the technique that is proposed in the next

section. Replacement based technique requires FFT and IFFT algorithms to be run one

after another giving a computational complexity of O(N log(N)) for each iteration.

6.4.2 Successive Cancellation Technique

Successive detection technique is widely used in code division multiple access (CDMA)

systems for the purpose of multi-user detection in order to achieve higher spectral effi-

ciency [148]. In this section, we will adopt the same approach performing successive symbol

decisions. It is more convenient to use matrix notation introduced in (6.12) while explaining

this procedure. In successive detection technique, detection order of the symbols has a great

influence on the overall performance. Keeping this in mind, the received symbol with the

highest signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) is first detected based upon the fact that it is the

most reliable one compared to the others as follows:

arg max
m

|N −K

N
H(m)|2

∑N−1
k=0,k 6=m |

H(k)
N

sin(π(k −m)K/N)
sin(π(k −m)/N)

|2
(6.23)

Suppose that Y (m) has the best SIR and the first symbol to be detected with the

corresponding estimated symbol Ŝ(m). After making hard decision, the received vector Y

is updated as

Ynew = Yold −H Ŝ (6.24)
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In other words, interference of the detected symbol, Ŝ(m), on the other symbols is sub-

tracted. Upon subtraction, the next symbol with the best SIR is determined by using (6.23)

and this process is performed successively until all symbols are detected. Detection of the

subsequent symbols should be more reliable as long as the hard decisions in the previous

steps are correct since smaller number of interferers become effective in the decision pro-

cess. Considering the computational effort required by the algorithm, each step requires

the detection of a symbol and its multiplication by (N − 1) number of coefficients along

with (N − 1) subtractions for interference cancellation. Since this process is performed for

each symbol, this requires N(N − 1) multiplications and N(N − 1) subtractions giving a

complexity of O(N2).

In order to further improve the performance of successive technique, PIC can be em-

ployed and the final symbol vector which holds the tentative hard symbol information can

be subtracted from the initial received vector after being multiplied with the corresponding

coefficients given by (6.8). This procedure can be iterated more than once for enhancing

the BER performance. The computational burden that is introduced by the PIC procedure

requires additional O(N2) operations at each iteration. The replacement based technique

described in Section 6.4.1 can also be employed instead of PIC for less computational bur-

den.

6.5 Numerical Results

Performance of the detection techniques is tested with computer simulations. An OFDM

system employing quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) symbol mapping with 256 sub-

carriers is considered. Considering the value of N = 256, techniques are initially tested for

K = 25. Note that the performance of the techniques are dependent on the ratio N/K

rather than their sole values. The value K = 25 is not arbitrary in this sense. In the lit-

erature, it was inspired from the studies that consider the impact of memoryless impulsive

noise on the performance of OFDM systems. In these studies, the probability that a sample

is corrupted with impulsive noise is given by a certain number denoted by p. The maximum
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value of p in most of the studies is equal to 0.1 [141]. This implies that the impulsive noise

is expected to occupy 10% of the OFDM symbol duration at most in a variety of studies

in a memoryless manner. The choice K = 25 which corresponds to approximately 10% of

N = 256 is based on this observation. For simulating the wireless channel, the normalized

delay spread with respect to OFDM symbol duration is assumed to be 1/128 giving rise

to a 3 tap channel. A uniform power delay profile (PDP) is assumed with channel taps

described by the independently generated complex Gaussian RVs 2. Sample indexes of the

OFDM symbol corrupted with the bursty impulsive noise are assumed to be changing at

each simulation step. Figs. 6.3 and 6.4 show the BER performance of replacement based

iterative and successive techniques. As can be seen from the figures, both algorithms are

successfully able to handle the impact of bursty impulsive noise. However, a number of

iterations up to 5 is necessary with replacement based iterative technique in order to have

BER values comparable to no ICI case. On the other hand, satisfactory BER performance

is obtained within a single cycle of successive detection without any further PIC iterations.

The comparative performance analysis of these techniques can be clearly seen by ob-

serving Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.5 compares the performance of these two techniques for a variety

of K values at a specific signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) value of 30dB. It is clearly seen that

the performance of the technique that is based on successive symbol detection always out-

performs the other especially as K/N goes higher. A single cycle of successive detection is

sufficient to keep the BER below 10−3 up to K ≈ 40, whereas the similar performance is

observed with sample replacement based iterative technique after 3 iterations at K ≈ 30.

As noted earlier, the contribution of neighboring carriers to the ICI power is expected to

become more dominant as K/N goes larger. This behavior brings up the importance of or-

dering in the detection process especially for high K/N values. By ordering the subcarriers

and employing successive detection, the ICI contribution coming from estimated symbols

on low SIR carriers are seen immediately leading to a better performance compared to the
2We chose not to consider a specific standard communication channel model in the simulations since

impulsive noise can be observed in both wireless and PLC based systems. In this respect, an approach
similar to [149, 150] was taken in order to avoid drawing channel specific conclusions. Rather, channel time
dispersiveness is manipulated and its impact on the techniques are discussed later in the chapter.
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Figure 6.3 BER performance for N = 256 and K = 25 when replacement based iterative
decoding is employed.

replacement based iterative detection technique. It is also observed from the figure that the

performance of replacement based iterative decoding technique even after 3 iterations is far

from being close to that of successive detection. Implementing a number of additional PIC

iterations enhances the BER performance of successive detection even further.

It should also be kept in mind that the performance of both techniques can not be

satisfactory even after a particular number of iterations are performed due to the error

propagation phenomenon. In order to see this, look at Fig. 6.6 which shows the BER per-

formance of both detection techniques comparatively when K (hence K/N for fixed N) is

doubled. It is seen from Fig. 6.6 that even after 3 iterations3, both techniques do not easily

converge to the lower bound, no ICI case. Note again that successive detection provides

us with a better BER performance; however, this may not be sufficient for certain com-

munication applications. In order to overcome this convergence problem, ICI that emerges

upon nulling needs to be diminished. So, one should ask what measure taken before trans-
3Results regarding more number of iterations are not presented since no significant improvement is

observed.
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Figure 6.4 BER performance for N = 256 and K = 25 when successive symbol detection
is employed.

mission may lead to a substantial reduction in the emerging ICI power especially as K/N

goes larger. Indeed, answer to this question has been implicitly given earlier in Section 6.3.

Recall that the ICI contribution coming from neighboring subcarriers become more of an

importance as K/N is increased. Thus, a transmission technique that targets the neigh-

boring subcarriers of each subcarrier can be developed. The most straightforward solution

is to send no information in subsequent subcarriers. This precaution taken before trans-

mission is expected to lead to a substantial ICI power reduction overcoming the problem

observed in Fig. 6.3. However, note that the symbol rate is halved since no subcarrier is

neighbored by any other information bearing subcarriers. Figs. 6.7 and 6.8 show the results

when this proposed transmission scheme along with the detection techniques of concern are

employed. Again a comparable BER performance to no ICI case is achieved with a single

cycle of successive detection, whereas a number of iterations are required with replacement

based iterative technique. The most important shortcoming of this transmission scheme

is the underutilization of the very valuable spectrum. However, one should make a choice

between inability to communicate and spectral efficiency for high K/N values. Besides,
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Figure 6.5 BER performance for N = 256 and different values of K at SNR = 30dB.

this transmission technique employed at the transmitter may lead to new opportunities

especially for spectrum sniffing(or opportunistic) transmitters. Note that all these previous

simulations are performed by considering a communication channel with a normalized delay

spread value of 1/128. Subsequently, dependency of the techniques are tested by changing

the normalized delay spread value of the channel with respect to OFDM symbol duration

from 1/128 to 1/16. The number of iterations performed at the receiver is assumed to be

3 4. Simulation results show that performance of the sample replacement based iterative

detection technique slightly degrades for all values of K as the frequency selectivity (or

delay spread of the communication channel) becomes larger as can be seen from Fig. 6.9.

Successive detection technique exhibits a different trend with the same BER performance

compared to the less dispersive case for up to K ≈ 30. Performance of the successive

detection is seen to worsen after K ≈ 30 when the communication channel becomes more

dispersive. Finally, when the two techniques are compared, successive detection outperforms

the other regardless of the communication channel time dispersiveness characteristics. Note
4This is considered to be the maximum number of iterations that the receiver performs, hence ultimate

performance figure.
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also that if the BER value of 10−3 is taken as reference, successive symbol detection with

3 iterations provides a performance below this reference value for up to K ≈ 35 even after

the normalized delay spread is increased to 1/16.
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Figure 6.6 BER performance for N = 256 and K = 50 when replacement based iterative
and successive symbol detection techniques are employed with 3 iterations.

6.6 Concluding Remarks

In this letter, a comprehensive study of OFDM receiver under the influence of impulsive

noise and multipath communication channel has been carried out. The receiver employs a

set of rules for symbol detection followed by nulling the samples corrupted with impulsive

noise. We have proposed a successive symbol detection algorithm to mitigate the impact of

impulsive noise after elaborating the sample replacement based iterative symbol detection

technique that was shown to be equivalent to PIC. A detailed analysis of the nulling oper-

ation at the receiver side was initially given to optimally determine the symbol detection

order. It was shown that the characteristics of ICI that emerges upon nulling favor the use

of successive detection especially for large values of K/N that is the ratio relating impulsive
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Figure 6.7 BER performance for N = 256 and K = 50 when replacement based iterative
decoding with proposed transmission scheme is employed.

interference duration to OFDM symbol duration. This is because of the fact that weight of

interfering subcarriers in the neighborhood becomes more dominant upon nulling as K/N

becomes larger. Finally, it was seen that both techniques may fail to become satisfactory

as K/N goes even larger as a result of the error propagation phenomenon. A transmission

scheme enhancing performance of the receiver in order to overcome this efficiency problem

was proposed. It was shown that the techniques proposed in this study can be used with

OFDM receivers to combat impulsive noise with bursty structure.
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Figure 6.8 BER performance for N = 256 and K = 50 when successive symbol detection
with proposed transmission scheme is employed.
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Figure 6.9 BER performance for N = 256 with different values of K and normalized delay
spread values at SNR = 30dB.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This dissertation dealt with various issues regarding the communication channels of

smart grid networks. In addition to the investigation of some particular channel character-

istics of wireless and power line communication (PLC) environments, some channel models

were proposed and discussed. Besides proposing channel models, receiver algorithms were

studied and developed aimed at handling some inconveniences that may widely exist in

certain wireless and PLC channels of smart grid networks such as impulsive noise. Certain

parts of all these research efforts appeared in the literature in the form of publications [1–5].

In the remainder of this section, a list of the specific contributions of the dissertation and

possible future directions are given.

7.1 List of Specific Contributions

• A detailed review of wireless and PLC channel characteristics of smart grid networks

Wireless and PLC channel characteristics of smart grid environments were presented

in a very detailed way. Among the communication channel characteristics discussed

were path loss and attenuation, time dispersion, time selectivity, path amplitudes and

noise characteristics.

• Time selectivity characterization of wireless communication channels

Doppler spectrum characteristics of wireless channels as well as the factors which

define its behavior were investigated through the use of an reverberation chamber

(RVC). Operating frequency, speed, and angle of arrival (AOA) were among the factors

studied. In conjunction with these factors, a new perspective of mobility in wireless
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channels was also given by proposing a concept called motion intensity. Comparison

of the experimental results with some vastly used theoretical models was carried out

and the reasons of discrepancies between the models and the results were elaborated.

In addition, steps for the accurate realization of the theoretical models such as Jakes

in RVCs were given.

• Root-mean-squared (RMS) delay spread characteristics of PLC channels

Impact of the physical attributes and loading of the power line network (PLN) on the

RMS delay spread statistics of the communication channel was investigated in detail.

• Path amplitude statistics of PLC channels

Statistics of the path amplitudes in PLC channels were studied and it was shown that

it can be considered to follow a log-Normal distribution.The relationship between

the physical attributes of the PLN and the mean and variance of the approximating

log-Normal distribution was articulated.

• Mitigating the impact of impulsive noise on orthogonal frequency division multiplexing

(OFDM) receivers

A detailed analysis of the ICI that emerges upon nulling in OFDM receivers op-

erating in impulsive noise environments under the influence of frequency selective

channel was given. A detailed performance analysis of the subsequent stages of the

OFDM receiver upon nulling was carried out. Mathematical evaluation of the sample

replacement based iterative technique in relation to the nulling operation was per-

formed. Alternative to the sample replacement based iterative technique, successive

symbol detection technique was applied along with relevant discussions. In case both

techniques fail to provide satisfactory performance, a new transmission scheme that

is based on ICI reduction was introduced at the expense of reduced data rate (or

spectral underutilization).
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7.2 Final Comments and Future Work

Smart grid will definitely have its unique challenges related to its communication infras-

tructure in spite of the fact that these challenges are not well defined so far in the literature.

This section is dedicated to the discussion of these future research opportunities.

Smart grid infrastructure can not be isolated from the advances in the radio technol-

ogy. In this respect, cognitive radio (CR) and its relation to the smart grid applications

should be established in a stronger manner. Besides, emergence of electric vehicles (EVs)

and their communication and networking requirements in terms of electricity bill charging

and the utilization as a back up source of power when needed is likely to lead to very

exciting research issues from many aspects. In addition, their impact on the power grid

should be given special attention for developing optimum demand scheduling and resource

management algorithms. There are also some important research opportunities considering

the integration of customers to the smart grid network. For instance, statistics regarding

the use of electrical devices is very crucial for the households to monitor their energy us-

age. One of the most economically convenient ways of collecting these statistics could be to

process the noise that these devices emit into the power line conductors. Communication

and networking requirements in alternative generation and storage sites are likely to give

rise to good research opportunities. Each of these sites will have its unique characteristics

affecting the communication systems deployed in different ways. As a specific example, one

of the questions requiring further investigation is how the wireless communication is affected

by the wind turbine blades in wind power generation stations or what could be the main

sources of data errors in these environments for various communication options. Finally,

OFDM being the most popular technology for future communication systems was consid-

ered in our study. Findings of this dissertation can also be easily extended to some other

promising technologies such as single carrier frequency domain equalization (SC-FDE). All

of these above-mentioned research issues can lead to another PhD dissertation.
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